
Hdl° Companies 
CITY OF PASADENA 

Applicant Name: Budberry 2, LLC 

Reviewer: Billie-jo Naysmith 

Date: 4/1/19 

OVERALL SCORE 
Maximum 

Points 
Points 

 Awarded 
Percent 

 Score 

1,575 1,349 85.65% 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

Owner info document only identified owners #64t8, as well as ten "Non-Owners" that appear to be investors. There 
are multiple owners/operators; one owner had proof of partial ownership of Medical Caregivers Company-Medical 
Retail in Los Angeles (has a temp permit), one was a former Operations/Compliance Officer at Boulder Kind Care in 
Colorado, one was a manager at an unnamed cannabis business in Colorado. Difficult to differentiate owners from 
managers, due to the owner information document being incomplete. 

SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/ OPERATORS I 750 I 630 I 84.00% 

Experience 
of Medical Caregivers Company-

Officer at Boulder Kind 
Colorado. Difficult to differentiate owners 

There are multiple owners/operators; one owner had proof of partial ownership 
Medical Retail in Los Angeles (has a temp permit), one was a former Operations/Compliance 
Care in Colorado, one was a manager at an unnamed cannabis business in 
from managers, as the owner information document is incomplete. 

Cannabis Industry Knowledge 
and pre-regulation businesses. The applicants have a lengthy history of cannabis experience in ancillary businesses 

Ownership Team 
the operations of the business. Several individuals were identified as having day to day responsibilities for 
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CITY OF PASADENA

Applicant Name:  Budberry 2, LLC

Reviewer:  Billie-jo Naysmith

Date:  4/1/19

OVERALL SCORE
Maximum 

Points 

Points 

Awarded

Percent 

Score

1,575 1,349 85.65%

SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/ OPERATORS        750 630 84.00%

There are multiple owners/operators; one owner had proof of partial ownership of Medical Caregivers Company-

Medical Retail in Los Angeles (has a temp permit), one was a  former Operations/Compliance Officer at Boulder Kind 

Care in Colorado, one was a manager at an unnamed cannabis business in Colorado. Difficult to differentiate owners 

from managers, as the owner information document is incomplete.

Several individuals were identified as having day to day responsibilities for the operations of the business.

GENERAL COMMENTS

Owner info document only identified owners #6-#8, as well as ten "Non-Owners" that appear to be investors.  There 

are multiple owners/operators; one owner had proof of partial ownership of Medical Caregivers Company-Medical 

Retail in Los Angeles (has a temp permit), one was a  former Operations/Compliance Officer at Boulder Kind Care in 

Colorado, one was a manager at an unnamed cannabis business in Colorado. Difficult to differentiate owners from 

managers, due to the owner information document being incomplete.

Experience

Cannabis Industry Knowledge

Ownership Team

The applicants have a lengthy history of cannabis experience in ancillary businesses and pre-regulation businesses.
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SECTION 2: BUSINESS PLAN I 525 I 462 I 88.00% 

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) 
subcategories, but were not all-Application included a list of sections of SOPs; SOPs were submitted with various 

inclusive. 

Financial Plan 
four years of financial forecasts and Financial plan included estimated startup costs of  sales projections, 

revenue projections. 

Funding/Proof of Capitalization 
provide . The application also 

however, the statement is somewhat 
Proof of funding consisted of a letter of intent from Second Sun, Inc. (551) to 
included a Wells Fargo bank statement indicating a balance of  
illegible and all verifiable information has been redacted. 

Records Software 
for the destruction of records. The application identified several types of records to be kept as well as a policy 

Track-and-Trace 
experience of management with respect Will utilize Green Bits as a POS system; application identified several years' 

to Metrc, also included several procedures for track and trace. 

State Testing Requirements 
to ensure quality and safety. Application indicated sampling standards would be established for all products 

Employee Training 
descriptions were included. Applicants will provide employee training in several areas; detailed training 
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SECTION 2: BUSINESS PLAN  525 462 88.00%

Will utilize Green Bits as a POS system; application identified several years' experience of management with respect 

to Metrc, also included several procedures for track and trace.

State Testing Requirements

Application indicated sampling standards would be established for all products to ensure quality and safety.  

Employee Training

Applicants will provide employee training in several areas; detailed training descriptions were included.

Funding/Proof of Capitalization

Proof of funding consisted of a letter of intent from Second Sun, Inc. (SSI) to provide .  The application also 

included a Wells Fargo bank statement indicating a balance of  however, the statement is somewhat 

illegible and all verifiable information has been redacted.

Records Software

The application identified several types of records to be kept as well as a policy for the destruction of records.

Track-and-Trace

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)

Application included a list of sections of SOPs; SOPs were submitted with various subcategories, but were not all-

inclusive.

Financial Plan

Financial plan included estimated startup costs of  sales projections, four years of financial forecasts and 

revenue projections.  
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Customer Education 
Applicants will provide in-store training to customers, as well as training on an online platform for at-home 
customers. 

Marketing 
Applicants plan to utilize gender neutral marketing in order to market to all consumers; will also use direct marketing 
strategies, online marketing and others. Very detailed marketing plan. 

Community Benefits 
Two of the owners began attending city council meetings in Pasadena in 2018 in order to learn more about the needs 
of the community; included core values. Applicants will employ those harmed by cannabis criminalization, 
incorporate social equity into hiring practices, engage community and local nonprofits to include providing edible and 
topical products as cancer wellness kits, and engage several identified local businesses in partnerships. 

SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT I 150 I 132 I 88.00% 

Exterior Design Concept 
Element; applicants will honor the 

new aesthetic elements. The applicants 
representations were included. Exterior 

Will utilize the guiding principles from the Pasadena General Plan's Land Use 
historical context of surrounding environment while presenting refreshing, 
contracted with JPS Designs & Builds to complete a design concept. Visual 
concepts included brick, bright roses and greenery. 

Design Concept Integration 
interior, ambient lighting. Applicants 

interior design. Onyx Architects, Sergio 
were included. 

Applicants will utilize floral and natural design themes, classic exposed brick 
engaged local architects, interior designers, painters and florists to create the 
Osorio of Bear Island Paintings and Duran's Flowers. Visual representations 

Integration of Security Measures 
 Cameras will be integrated with architecture and lighting, will use 

. 

Air Quality/Odor Control 
an odor management plan. Carbon filter system, negative air pressure system, ONA gel canisters. Included 
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SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT 150 132 88.00%

Will utilize the guiding principles from the Pasadena General Plan's Land Use Element; applicants will honor the 

historical context of surrounding environment while presenting refreshing, new aesthetic elements.  The applicants 

contracted with JPS Designs & Builds to complete a design concept.  Visual representations were included. Exterior 

concepts included brick, bright roses and greenery.

Applicants will utilize floral and natural design themes, classic exposed brick interior, ambient lighting.  Applicants 

engaged local architects, interior designers, painters and florists to create the interior design.  Onyx Architects, Sergio 

Osorio of Bear Island Paintings and Duran's Flowers. Visual representations were included.

Cameras will be integrated with architecture and lighting, will use  

.

Carbon filter system, negative air pressure system, ONA gel canisters.  Included an odor management plan.

Exterior Design Concept

Applicants will provide in-store training to customers, as well as training on an online platform for at-home 

customers.

Marketing

Applicants plan to utilize gender neutral marketing in order to market to all consumers; will also use direct marketing 

strategies, online marketing and others.  Very detailed marketing plan.  

Community Benefits

Two of the owners began attending city council meetings in Pasadena in 2018 in order to learn more about the needs 

of the community; included core values. Applicants will employ those harmed by cannabis criminalization, 

incorporate social equity into hiring practices, engage community and local nonprofits to include providing edible and 

topical products as cancer wellness kits, and engage several identified local businesses in partnerships.

Air Quality/Odor Control

Design Concept Integration

Integration of Security Measures

Customer Education
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SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN I 150 I 125 I 83.33% 

Security Experience 
- Armaplex and Terry Blevins. Plan Applicants will utilize a Director of Security as well as a security consultant 

included delivery driver security and safety procedures. 

Background Checks 
Met minimum standards. 

Employee Safety Education 
not provided. Application provided a list of training topics however, specific details were 

Employee Theft Reduction Measures 
limited product access, culture of 

and closing. 
Plan included consistent inventory auditing, employee background checks, 
transparency, maintaining an employee tipline, buddy system for opening 

Cash Management Plan 
Plan also included several procedures Applicants will minimize the cash on hand by allowing electronic payments. 

related to cash management. 

Product Access Protocols 
Applicants will utilize access key cards to ensure product access protocols. 

Product Deliveries 
Met minimum standards. 

Security Guards 
hours. Application also included Applicants will have at least  security guards on the premises during business 

SOPs pertinent to security guards. 

Video Camera Surveillance 
Detailed security camera plan as well as detailed diagram. 

Armored Vehicle 
Applicants will utilize HARDCAR for armored car services. 
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SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN 150 125 83.33%

Applicants will utilize access key cards to ensure product access protocols.

Met minimum standards.

Applicants will have at least  security guards on the premises during business hours. Application also included 

SOPs pertinent to security guards.

Detailed security camera plan as well as detailed diagram.

Applicants will utilize HARDCAR for armored car services.

Security Guards

Video Camera Surveillance

Armored Vehicle

Product Access Protocols

Product Deliveries

Applicants will utilize a Director of Security as well as a security consultant - Armaplex and Terry Blevins.  Plan 

included delivery driver security and safety procedures.

Met minimum standards.

Application provided a list of training topics however, specific details were not provided.

Plan included consistent inventory auditing, employee background checks, limited product access, culture of 

transparency, maintaining an employee tipline, buddy system for opening and closing.

Applicants will minimize the cash on hand by allowing electronic payments.  Plan also included several procedures 

related to cash management.

Security Experience

Background Checks

Employee Safety Education

Employee Theft Reduction Measures

Cash Management Plan
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Innovative Quality Dedicated to the Community of Pasadena 

Budberry Pasadena License Application Cover Letter: 

Adult-Use Retail Cannabis Facility 

Submitted on January 31st, 2019 by: 
Jon Locarni (Chief Executive Officer) 

Patrick Fogarty (President) 

1 
In Greek mythology, the Titan Prometheus famously gave the human race the gift of fire and the skill of metalwork. Prometheus is 

known for  providing fire to humanity, an act that enabled the acceleration of the development of the human race and ultimately led to the first 
foundations of civilization. Despite the eminent personal consequences, Prometheus acted in the best interest for the greater good, leading 
to the development of humanity as a whole. 

The story of Prometheus' son, Deucalion, is a lesser known story. Deucalion spent his time among the people of his community, 
and the neighboring villages, teaching the people essential skills; how to use tools, find food, and build shelter. This led to a coming together 
of the people teaching one another the skills they had learned from Deucalion. This unprecedented unification of humanity, teaching one 
another, fueled collaboration and showed the first characteristics of "community" in human history. This cycle of development and growth 
continued organically until eventually humanity united to create the first real city in Greek history. As a result, Deucalion became known as 
the first king, a title not given to an individual in charge, but a title earned through a life dedicated to demonstrating the truest and purest 
qualities of leadership through the development of those around him. 

Introductory Story: 
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Budberry Pasadena License Application Cover Letter: 
 

Adult-Use Retail Cannabis Facility 
  

Submitted on January 31st, 2019 by: 
Jon Locarni (Chief Executive Officer) 

Patrick Fogarty (President) 
 

Introductory Story: 
 

 In Greek mythology, the Titan Prometheus famously gave the human race the gift of fire and the skill of metalwork. Prometheus is 
known for providing fire to humanity, an act that enabled the acceleration of the development of the human race and ultimately led to the first 
foundations of civilization. Despite the eminent personal consequences, Prometheus acted in the best interest for the greater good, leading 
to the development of humanity as a whole.  

The story of Prometheus’ son, Deucalion, is a lesser known story.  Deucalion spent his time among the people of his community, 
and the neighboring villages, teaching the people essential skills; how to use tools, find food, and build shelter. This led to a coming together 
of the people teaching one another the skills they had learned from Deucalion. This unprecedented unification of humanity, teaching one 
another, fueled collaboration and showed the first characteristics of “community” in human history.  This cycle of development and growth 
continued organically until eventually humanity united to create the first real city in Greek history. As a result, Deucalion became known as 
the first king, a title not given to an individual in charge, but a title earned through a life dedicated to demonstrating the truest and purest 
qualities of leadership through the development of those around him. 

Innovative Quality Dedicated to the Community of Pasadena 
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Jon Locarni and Patrick Fogarty, co-founders of Budberry, began their careers on starkly different paths; Jon in finance and 
accounting; Patrick in operations and management. They had met back in 2012 while Patrick was General Manager of a prestigious bar and 
restaurant venue in the Midwest called Barry's, and Jon was working below him as a Bar Manager while attending graduate school at the 
University of Nebraska. The two became close friends, and quickly learned that they both shared similar core values highlighted by a clear 
vision of their futures dedicated to generating a beneficial community effect on a large scale. 

Together, Jon and Patrick discussed working towards something that was more aligned with their core values. The two 
discovered the powerful stories of Prometheus and Deucalion, and fell in love with their stories of selfless development. Prometheus and 
Deucalion were relentless towards developing others and spreading positivity, no matter the consequences to themselves. This was 
directly in line with their passion and goals, and as a result, founded Promlion, their first business, and committed to dedicating their work 
around these values. 

After spending time working with various clients and improving several businesses around Southern California, Jon and Patrick's 
client base began to obtain interest from a newer industry: the medical cannabis industry. Jon and Patrick accepted the challenge and 
began educating themselves on various regulations surrounding federal regulation including Section 280E, the ever-changing obstacle 
course that is the California state regulations and saw first-hand the emotional roller coaster that comes along with owning a cannabis 
business. Contrary to the state of the industry today, the medical cannabis clients Pat and Jon worked with lived most of their lives in fear. 
Some of their business peers had been incarcerated, and many families were ruined by frozen bank accounts and asset seizure, all while 
operating a legitimate business in the eyes of the state of California. The worst part in all of this is that the clients in which Pat and Jon 
agreed to work with were individuals with only the most positive intentions; people who opened businesses because they truly believed in 
the benefits of cannabis. This was heartbreaking to witness, and Jon and Pat couldn't move past the fact that truly genuine individuals 
were being incarcerated while operating compliant businesses; at the same time that unlicensed cannabis businesses down the street 
thrived in the black market. Jon and Patrick felt hopeless for these individuals, wondering how even compliance with all state and local 
regulations wouldn't eliminate the risk of life-ruining events for these small business owners. In early 2016, Jon and Pat set out on a 
journey with their minds focused on helping these cannabis businesses and specializing in the industry. Six months later, in August of 
2016, they committed to opening their first cannabis business that was not only hyper-compliant, but also one that encourages, helps and 
develops anyone that comes into the contact with the Budberry brand. They began building their team and developing their business plan. 

We are sharing our story with the Independent Review Committee to show the journey that led to the formation of Budberry, in 
hopes it provides a better understanding of the company's foundation and where it will go. As founders, they do not envision the Budberry 
story to involve themselves or their story, but rather intend for Budberry standing for something much bigger than themselves. Built for, and 
represented by, the team and community members that come together to cultivate a culture that raises the tide, uniting and elevating the 
community through a series of consistent single acts of development. 

The Founders view their customers and members of the community as heroes, each in their own unique way. Whether it's 
overcoming a challenge, starting a family, building a business, becoming their best selves, or helping others, each one of these heroes is 
on their own journey. The founders strive to position Budberry as a guide that assists these heroes of the community on their journey. We 
strive to become sought after not as the hero, but as a supportive companion that aids in the efforts of the people. The combined single 
acts of support and development from individuals within a growing community can have infinite positive impact and change the world. It is 
this opportunity that the founders are most excited and passionate about. 

Budberry Believes In: 
• People — World-class team with exceptional skills to develop and execute our business plan while developing and positively impacting 

the people around us 
• Pasadena — Over its almost two centuries of existence, Pasadena has preserved its family-like feel and sense of community, and has 

become one of the most historic and artistically inspiring cities in the U.S. 
• Fresh Concepts — History has cemented the undeniable truth of innovative ideas, when backed by perseverant vigor, facilitating growth, 

education and societal appreciation. 

Budberry Has Passion For: 
• Community— Encouraging and empowering a cohesive community, its businesses and residents; A place where these contributions 

flourish and proliferate, where Jon and Patrick's Midwest values align; representing a feeling of home and comfort. 
• Transparency — Developing an open communication, and always being proactive in responding to the needs of a community, while 

finding solutions to manage the environment with the utmost dedication to preserving and enhancing its well-being. 
• Inclusivity — Promoting respect and support for all people, while creating a welcoming experience that emphasizes education and 

shared development for all individuals alike. 
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Jon Locarni and Patrick Fogarty, co-founders of Budberry, began their careers on starkly different paths; Jon in finance and 
accounting; Patrick in operations and management. They had met back in 2012 while Patrick was General Manager of a prestigious bar and 
restaurant venue in the Midwest called Barry’s, and Jon was working below him as a Bar Manager while attending graduate school at the 
University of Nebraska. The two became close friends, and quickly learned that they both shared similar core values highlighted by a clear 
vision of their futures dedicated to generating a beneficial community effect on a large scale. 

Together, Jon and Patrick discussed working towards something that was more aligned with their core values. The two 
discovered the powerful stories of Prometheus and Deucalion, and fell in love with their stories of selfless development. Prometheus and 
Deucalion were relentless towards developing others and spreading positivity, no matter the consequences to themselves. This was 
directly in line with their passion and goals, and as a result, founded Promlion, their first business, and committed to dedicating their work 
around these values. 

After spending time working with various clients and improving several businesses around Southern California, Jon and Patrick’s 
client base began to obtain interest from a newer industry: the medical cannabis industry. Jon and Patrick accepted the challenge and 
began educating themselves on various regulations surrounding federal regulation including Section 280E, the ever-changing obstacle 
course that is the California state regulations and saw first-hand the emotional roller coaster that comes along with owning a cannabis 
business. Contrary to the state of the industry today, the medical cannabis clients Pat and Jon worked with lived most of their lives in fear. 
Some of their business peers had been incarcerated, and many families were ruined by frozen bank accounts and asset seizure, all while 
operating a legitimate business in the eyes of the state of California. The worst part in all of this is that the clients in which Pat and Jon 
agreed to work with were individuals with only the most positive intentions; people who opened businesses because they truly believed in 
the benefits of cannabis. This was heartbreaking to witness, and Jon and Pat couldn’t move past the fact that truly genuine individuals 
were being incarcerated while operating compliant businesses; at the same time that unlicensed cannabis businesses down the street 
thrived in the black market. Jon and Patrick felt hopeless for these individuals, wondering how even compliance with all state and local 
regulations wouldn’t eliminate the risk of life-ruining events for these small business owners. In early 2016, Jon and Pat set out on a 
journey with their minds focused on helping these cannabis businesses and specializing in the industry. Six months later, in August of 
2016, they committed to opening their first cannabis business that was not only hyper-compliant, but also one that encourages, helps and 
develops anyone that comes into the contact with the Budberry brand. They began building their team and developing their business plan. 

We are sharing our story with the Independent Review Committee to show the journey that led to the formation of Budberry, in 
hopes it provides a better understanding of the company’s foundation and where it will go. As founders, they do not envision the Budberry 
story to involve themselves or their story, but rather intend for Budberry standing for something much bigger than themselves. Built for, and 
represented by, the team and community members that come together to cultivate a culture that raises the tide, uniting and elevating the 
community through a series of consistent single acts of development.  

The Founders view their customers and members of the community as heroes, each in their own unique way. Whether it's 
overcoming a challenge, starting a family, building a business, becoming their best selves, or helping others, each one of these heroes is 
on their own journey. The founders strive to position Budberry as a guide that assists these heroes of the community on their journey. We 
strive to become sought after not as the hero, but as a supportive companion that aids in the efforts of the people. The combined single 
acts of support and development from individuals within a growing community can have infinite positive impact and change the world.  It is 
this opportunity that the founders are most excited and passionate about.  
 
Budberry Believes In: 
• People – World-class team with exceptional skills to develop and execute our business plan while developing and positively impacting 

the people around us  
• Pasadena – Over its almost two centuries of existence, Pasadena has preserved its family-like feel and sense of community, and has 

become one of the most historic and artistically inspiring cities in the U.S.  
• Fresh Concepts – History has cemented the undeniable truth of innovative ideas, when backed by perseverant vigor, facilitating growth, 

education and societal appreciation. 
 
Budberry Has Passion For: 
• Community– Encouraging and empowering a cohesive community, its businesses and residents; A place where these contributions 

flourish and proliferate, where Jon and Patrick’s Midwest values align; representing a feeling of home and comfort. 
• Transparency – Developing an open communication, and always being proactive in responding to the needs of a community, while 

finding solutions to manage the environment with the utmost dedication to preserving and enhancing its well-being.  
• Inclusivity – Promoting respect and support for all people, while creating a welcoming experience that emphasizes education and 

shared development for all individuals alike.  
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With a venue opening in West Hollywood for manufacturing, consumption, retail, and delivery, Budberry seeks to implement a retail 
and delivery concept in the community of Pasadena. Budberry West Hollywood and Budberry Pasadena are the two halves that consummate 
the full vision of bringing the Budberry concept to life. These partner destinations, in tandem, will define the Budberry brand, and portray the 
full picture that Budberry serves to exemplify. The unified plan and synergies between these companion operations are detailed in the 
application to follow. 

In Pasadena, Budberry will provide an unparalleled customer experience for its patrons. By delivering a high-end retail cannabis 
facility and an emphasis on customer service, a technology-driven delivery service, range of top-quality products sourced locally, innovative 
luxury aesthetics, and collaborations with other local businesses, Budberry will come to define the quintessential Pasadena cannabis 
business. 

Budberry's plan includes a key partner and unique element, our exclusive partner and Executive Chef, Jeff Danzer, more popularly 
known as Jeff the 420 Chef. Jeff is the author of 420 Gourmet: The Elevated Art of Cannabis Cuisine, and star of The Cannabis Cooking 
Channel on CCTV, produced and directed by four-time Emmy award winning producer, Brook Altman, who produced Martha Stewart Living. 
Jeff was also recently named one of America's top cannabis chefs by The San Francisco Chronicle, famous for inventing the FreeLeafTM 
process for cleaning cannabis. 

Under its West Hollywood retail and manufacturing licenses, Budberry will formulate recipes and process edible products using a 
proprietary, non-volatile extraction process known as FreeLeafTM, which deep cleans cannabis to create odorless, virtually tasteless, strain-
specific cannabis oils and cannabis butter for cooking. These unique, low-dose edible products aim to redefine the standards in edible 
products, moving away from over-potency and embracing quality, and are only available in Budberry retail stores. Additionally, this all-natural, 
"plant-to-table" process results in a safer product that is clean and is the closest process to organic that the cannabis market currently has 
to offer. 

Design: 
Budberry will integrate Pasadena design and urban concepts into a one-of-a-kind educational and concierge experience with. 

Budberry will continue to draw on the work JPS Designs + Build's ("JPS") Angela Guidi, intending to work in conjunction with American 
Institute of Architecture Honor Award for Interior Architecture recipient and local Pasadena Architecture firm, Onyx Architects. The 
collaboration will allow us to implement our luxurious design while keeping a local expert on the project who excels in the sensitivity to existing 
historic fabric and has shown amazing results in the Pasadena community. The Budberry executive team has completed a beautifully detailed 
design concept and build-out plan. Angela Guidi, the lead architect and designer, recently designed a cannabis retail store that was named 
one of the most beautiful cannabis dispensaries in the nation by Architectural Digest. We are eager to implement her conceptual designs for 
an intimate, entertaining, and inclusive facility with a historic artistic component. The store will have a nude façade, bare of any cannabis 
logos or branding, which will protect the community from the stigma that is often associated with loud cannabis business signage. Budberry 
has also engaged local artists, designers, and florists to create a design that is genuinely rooted to Pasadena. Budberry intends to remain 
rooted to the community by consistently incorporating local art and working in collaboration with local businesses, charitable organizations, 
and creative individuals to form a cohesive community that grows together. 

Budberry's customers will enjoy a unique retail destination with a beautiful, classic-yet-modem aesthetic built on the themes of: 
history, progress, color, floral, energy, brightness, and liveliness. In addition to creating a boutique showroom on the interior, Budberry will 
enhance the exterior of the building using a combination of high-quality building materials punctuated by lush, bright roses and greenery. 
These themes will come together to create an energizing atmosphere that is safe, educational, community-based, and healthy—
complimenting the elegance, beauty, and comfort that defines the community of Pasadena. 

To the City of Pasadena: 
We are respectfully submitting an application for an Adult-Use Retail Cannabis Facility for the City of Pasadena's consideration. As 

we strongly believe these materials will demonstrate, we are ecstatic about the possibility of establishing a safe and unique customer 
experience in Pasadena. 

Sincerely, 
The Budberry Team 
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the full vision of bringing the Budberry concept to life. These partner destinations, in tandem, will define the Budberry brand, and portray the 
full picture that Budberry serves to exemplify. The unified plan and synergies between these companion operations are detailed in the 
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 In Pasadena, Budberry will provide an unparalleled customer experience for its patrons. By delivering a high-end retail cannabis 
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Design: 
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design concept and build-out plan. Angela Guidi, the lead architect and designer, recently designed a cannabis retail store that was named 
one of the most beautiful cannabis dispensaries in the nation by Architectural Digest. We are eager to implement her conceptual designs for 
an intimate, entertaining, and inclusive facility with a historic artistic component. The store will have a nude façade, bare of any cannabis 
logos or branding, which will protect the community from the stigma that is often associated with loud cannabis business signage. Budberry 
has also engaged local artists, designers, and florists to create a design that is genuinely rooted to Pasadena. Budberry intends to remain 
rooted to the community by consistently incorporating local art and working in collaboration with local businesses, charitable organizations, 
and creative individuals to form a cohesive community that grows together. 
 Budberry’s customers will enjoy a unique retail destination with a beautiful, classic-yet-modern aesthetic built on the themes of: 
history, progress, color, floral, energy, brightness, and liveliness. In addition to creating a boutique showroom on the interior, Budberry will 
enhance the exterior of the building using a combination of high-quality building materials punctuated by lush, bright roses and greenery. 
These themes will come together to create an energizing atmosphere that is safe, educational, community-based, and healthy—
complimenting the elegance, beauty, and comfort that defines the community of Pasadena. 
 
To the City of Pasadena: 
 We are respectfully submitting an application for an Adult-Use Retail Cannabis Facility for the City of Pasadena’s consideration. As 
we strongly believe these materials will demonstrate, we are ecstatic about the possibility of establishing a safe and unique customer 
experience in Pasadena. 
 
Sincerely, 
The Budberry Team 
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Attachment for Additional Owners and Non-Owners 
Budberry 
Pasadena, California 

Owner #6 
Ivan Cohen 

Owner #7 
Zach Lomis 

Owner #8 
Jeffrey Dichter 

Non-Owner #5 
Lee and Daniel Lenhard 

Title Ownership % 
Chief Delivery Officer 0% 

Title Ownership % 
VP of Strategic Finance 3% 

Title Ownership % 
VP of Corporate Development 3% 

Ownership % 
0.25% 

Non-Owner #6 Ownership % 
Maxwell Mahaney 0.13% 

Non-Owner #7 Ownership % 
Blake Busick 0.19% 

Non-Owner #8 Ownership % 
Tracey and Jay Linden 0.50% 

Non-Owner #9 Ownership % 
Jacob Carlson 0.13% 

Non-Owner #10 Ownership % 
Victor Sabattini 0.07% 

Non-Owner #11 Ownership % 
Connor Keim 0.13% 

Non-Owner #12 Ownership % 
Joanne and Daniel Fogarty 1.25% 

Non-Owner #13 Ownership % 
Tammy Sommer 0.07% 

Non-Owner #14 Ownership % 
J&P Consulting 18% 
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CANNABIS RETAIL APPLICATION 

With a venue opening in West Hollywood for manufacturing, consumption, retail, and deliveiy, Budberry seeks to 
implement a retail and deliveiy concept in the community of Pasadena. Budberry West Hollywood and Budberry 

Pasadena are the two halves that consummate the full vision of bringing the Budberry concept to life. These partner 
destinations, in tandem, will define the Budberry brand, and portray the full picture that Budberry serves to exemplify. 

The unified plan and synergies between these companion operations are detailed in the application to follow. 

Budberry will provide an unparalleled customer experience through its use of an adult-use retail cannabis 
facility ("RCP) coupled with an on-demand delivery service. With an emphasis on customer service, a range of top-
quality products sourced locally, traditional aesthetics aligned with the City's history, and collaborations with other 

local businesses, Budberry will come to define the quintessential Pasadena ("The City) cannabis business. 

SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/OPERATORS 

In order to execute on our plan, we have worked diligently to assemble a best-in-class team of diverse industry 
experts and advisors. Our team includes an extensive network of direct cannabis experience coupled with other 
service-industry knowledge, which we believe creates the perfect formula for success to best serve our clientele and 
ensure they have a positive, safe, and memorable experience. Please see below for a variety of categories in which 
Budberry's key executives, advisors, and owners have demonstrated relevant experience, which will prove to be 
invaluable in Budberry's day-to-day operations. Budberry has strived to aggregate a cohesive and thorough database 
of cannabis industry knowledge, explicated by the following core pillars of our Company's overarching strategy: 

■ Industry Best Practices: Spanning a wide range of Standard Operating Procedures (including, but not limited 
to: Financial Business Plan, Customer Education, Recalls, Records Software, State Testing Requirements, 
Online Ordering Systems, Employee Training), we will outline our detailed principles and intended practices 
that best satisfy our own operational goals, while leveraging industry expertise from key advisors (i.e. Greene 
Fox Enterprises, Canna Advisors, and industry experts). 

■ State & Local Regulations: We have conducted comprehensive diligence on all relevant State Regulations 
and Ordinances in order to best formulate a legal, secure and comfortable business plan that in no way 
compromises any existing regulations. 

■ Elite, World-Class Team: Budberry's unique, invigorating passion for a safe roll-out of the promising 
cannabis industry has been dependent upon our creation of the best team, network and partnerships. We are 
elated with the opportunity to introduce Pasadena to our industry executives, advisors, and most importantly 
Budberry Owners, that will facilitate our proposal's transition to reality. 

■ Licensed Business Experience: The Budberry executive team described above and exemplified in sections 
below currently owns Adult-Use, Delivery, and On-Site Edible Consumption licenses in West Hollywood under 
the Budberry brand. Prior to obtaining these licenses, our team has endured decades of experience in 
cannabis retail management, cultivation, manufacturing, and more, all under hyper-compliant cannabis 
licenses. The Budberry executive team will also leverage its experience in opening and operating the Budberry 
concept in West Hollywood prior to the opening of a Pasadena location. 
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The following is a summary to show only the cannabis-specific industry experience. Please see the subsequent 
pages for full biographies of our key executives, owners, and advisors, including experience outside of the cannabis 
industry. Additional information regarding our team's relevant experience and day-to-day involvement will be found 
throughout the application. Examples and evidence of how our cannabis industry knowledge has been incorporated 
into existing legal businesses is shown in subsequent sections throughout the application. 

Name 

Years of 
Cannabis-
Specific 

Experience 

Michael 
Stonehill* 

11 

Tyler Stratford* 8 

Jay Czarkowski 16 

John Brown 12 

Stephanie 
Zouglas 

10 

Cassia Furman 10 

Jeff Cohen 6 

Jeff Danzer* 8 

Celeste 
Miranda 

7 

Jon Locarni* 3 

Patrick Fogarty* 3 

Terry Blevins 5 

Relevant Historical Experience 

Managed multiple pre-ICO, hyper-compliant cannabis dispensaries in 
Los Angeles from pre-opening to multi-store expansion. Additional in-
depth product knowledge from experience in cultivation and cannabis 
brand management. 

Opened and managed one of the first dispensaries in Colorado; 
Since then, has trained and started up over 300 cannabis businesses 
and opened the very first licensed dispensaries in 6 states. On-the-
ground operational management at dispensaries and cultivation 
operations, operational consulting and compliance work. 

Since 2002, Jay has held a commercial general contractor license 
working on multiple cannabis projects throughout the U.S., Canada, 
and Puerto Rico. Jay and his team have helped build cannabis 
businesses in 28 states and internationally, and focuses on highly 
automated, sustainable facilities. 

Managed prestigious, hyper-compliant cannabis dispensary in 
Colorado from pre-opening to multi-store expansion. Additional 
experience in cultivation and cannabis brand management. 

Managing the accounting department, maintaining internal controls 
and overseeing all financial reporting for Greene Fox Enterprise 
investments: dispensaries and cultivations in California & Maryland. 

Supports local governments in their licensing process under 
MAUCRSA and represents private clients in the establishment and 
operation of California-based cannabis business ventures. 

Performed extensive tax consulting and preparation for cultivators, 
dispensaries, distributors, and delivery services within the cannabis 
industry. Specializes in IRC Section 280E strategy. 

Known as "Jeff the 420 Chef," author of The 420 Gourmet, The 

Elevated Art of Cannabis Cuisine. Inventor of the FreeLeafTM
process, which deep cleans cannabis and industrial hemp to create 
odorless, virtually tasteless, strain-specific cannabis oils and butters 
for cooking. 

Founder of the "The Cannabis Marketing Lab" in 2012, the first digital 
marketing agency tailored specifically to serve startups in the legal 
cannabis industry. 

Consultant and outsourced financial partner for several cannabis 
dispensaries, manufacturers and cultivators. Spent the last two years 
connecting with industry leaders, building the Budberry team, and 
bringing the Budberry vision to life. Implementing Budberry business 
plan and operating in West Hollywood in 2019. 

Operational consultant for high-volume cannabis dispensaries. Spent 
the last two years connecting with industry leaders and planning the 
Budberry operation to bring the Budberry vision to life. Implementing 
Budberry business plan and operating in West Hollywood in 2019. 

Terry has been specializing in cannabis security for the past five 
years from all aspects of a cannabis business including planning, 
video surveillance, electronic access control, physical design, and 
officer staffing. 

*Represents Budberry Owner in accordance to State Business and Professions Code 26001 

Aggregate Image Page Count: 1.00 

Budberry Role Budberry Responsibilities 

Chief Operating Officer 

General Manager 

Cannabis Industry Expert / Senior Advisor 

Cannabis Industry Expert / Advisor 

Senior Financial Advisor 

Legal Counsel 

Chief Tax Advisor 

Executive Chef 

Ensure hyper-compliant operations in all licensed retail 
stores; manage procurement of licensed/tested product to be 
sold in stores; Manage vendor/distributor relationships. 

On-site implementation of standard operating procedures, 
training, and oversee internal processes & day-to-day 
dispensary/delivery operations. 

Provides cannabis consulting services for Budberry to ensure 
safe and compliant operations, business development and 
strategy execution. 

Advise management in operations and staff members, audit 
internal processes and data to ensure compliance and 
efficacy. 

CFO at GreeneFox Enterprises, one of Budberry's early 
shareholders. Will lend financial and accounting 
oversight/assistance for Budberry. 

Provides legal guidance on cannabis-specific operations, 
documentation and regulatory compliance. 

Maintain all bookkeeping for Budberry business activity; 
maintain proper compliance with city, state, and federal 
agencies as it relates to accounting standards. Manage tax 
strategy, IRC Section 280E compliance. 

Operates as Lounge Chef in licensed West Hollywood edible-
only consumption lounge. Also create recipes for 
manufactured edible products to be tested, packaged, and 
sold in Budberry adult-use retail stores. 

Maintain the Company's professional and positive public 
Marketing and Public Relations Advisor image, brand awareness and overall marketing strategy 

through the complex cannabis advertising regulations. 

Chief Executive Officer 

President 

Security Consultant 

Day-to-Day business operations, financial strategy and 
planning, strategic partnerships; connecting with key 
stakeholders to drive innovation . 

Day-to-Day business operations, communication with 
neighboring businsesses, residents, and city officials, and 
oversight of overall customer experience and satisfaction 
ensuring a safe and memorable experience for all. 

Provide, maintain and oversee all security policies and 
practices instituted in Budberry facilities. 
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Jon Locarni — Chief Executive Officer: Jon Locarni started his career by becoming professionally certified as a CPA 
after completing his Master's Degree in Business and Accountancy at the University of Nebraska. He is deeply 
experienced in finance, strategy, accounting, compliance and record-keeping regulations, tax, and is able to make 
strategic, financial-backed decisions on behalf of the company. Jon is passionate about having a social impact, drawing 
inspiration from businesses that share their success with the communities in which they operate. He finds his own 
fulfillment through fulfilling the needs of others, whether in a business or charitable fashion. Jon is passionate about 
the development of those that he interacts with. 

Jon has experience performing extensive financial audit procedures to assist with the completion of compliance 
audits for non-profits and financial statement audits for large businesses. Jon's professional background includes 
working as an Audit In-Charge, assisting businesses and non-profits with regulatory and/or financial audits. There, Jon 
gained operational and financial statement expertise, and was responsible for managing a team and overseeing large 
audit engagements. Jon had the chance to spend time with corporate executives on a day-to-day basis in a variety of 
industries, advising on financial and operational strategy that positively impact the bottom line for businesses, or ensure 
a strong degree of compliance for federally-funded non-profit organizations. Jon moved on from external auditing to 
work in film and television as a Senior Financial Analyst, before eventually becoming an independent financial 
consultant for cannabis businesses, serving cannabis companies in retail, cultivation, and manufacturing. Jon helped 
one of his recent cannabis clients prepare financial documentation and organize the operational structure for an Initial 
Public Offering ("IPO") on the Australian Stock Exchange. 

As Budberry's Chief Executive Officer ("CEO"), Jon will be highly involved in day-to-day business operations, 
overseeing all key strategic initiatives and partnerships, fiscal policies, and operational procedures. Jon will be 
responsible for leveraging the positive momentum to date and driving the strategic direction of the company. Jon will 
continually review, measure progress and revise the vision, and set a strategic direction accordingly. Jon will work 
effectively with the Board of Directors, shareholders and employees, allocating capital and direct investment decisions; 
ensuring financial stability, and building a positive relationship with the community in which they operate. Jon's goal is 
to develop and execute on a day-to-day basis to meet goals that drive excellence across the organization and meet 
and exceed the customer's as well as community's expectations. 

Patrick Fogarty — President: Patrick Fogarty is a motivated leader with 11 years of experience in the hospitality 
industry. Within six months of graduating from the University of Missouri - Columbia with a Bachelors in Marketing, 
Patrick became the number one member of his sales team, winning four consecutive sales contests. He built off of this 
success to launch an impressive career in the hospitality industry, all while consistently volunteering for his community 
and fostering dogs at home. Patrick is proud of building powerful company cultures that extend beyond the walls of the 
business and reach to the community at large. These corporate cultures have been the backbone of Patrick's vibrant 
and successful businesses; he firmly believes that a business can have a strong, positive community impact while 
leading the market in performance. Specifically, Patrick has: volunteered extensively with St. Jude Children's Research 
Hospital and St. Vincent Home for Children; participated in multiple business and park renovations in the city of 
Ferguson, MO; and, co-founded the Young Professionals Committee for Gene Slay's Girls and Boys Club. Patrick also 
currently volunteers for the Hollywood Boys and Girls Club. Patrick was elected to sit on the Santa Monica College 
General Advisory Board, where he will be advising next to the Mayor, Chief of Police, and local business owners in 
efforts to progress the college and its positive impact on the Santa Monica Community. 

Patrick is particularly excited for the immense possibilities that cannabis provides individuals to improve their lives. 
Drawing on his experience in the alcohol and hospitality industries, Patrick believes that Budberry will help shape the 
California cannabis industry by being a model for compliance without compromising customer service. He is also 
excited to develop processes to educate customers and help them properly integrate cannabis into their lives. 

As Budberry's President, Patrick will be responsible for overall business strategy and direction, ensuring that the 
business meets its strategic goals by building and leading the executive team. These strategic goals include: meeting 
short-term business targets, implement best-in-class business processes, and developing long-term sustainability. 
Externally, the President is the primary operational representative of the Company, building relationships with leaders 
in the cannabis industry and the local community. On a day-to-day basis, Patrick will: provide oversight of all branches 
of the Company; perform strategic and directional planning; create relationships with other licensed facilities, ancillary 
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business service providers, and community organizations to expand the Company brand; coordinate with the Marketing 
and Public Relations Advisor to develop all branding and brand identity components; build, appraise, and lead the 
executive team; develop company culture and management style; assist with development of staff training programs; 
evaluate and manage the fiscal and operational performance of the company. 

Michael Stonehill — Chief Operating Officer: Michael has been involved in medical cannabis industry since 2004, 
and most recently served as the President and Chief Operating Officer of Second Sun, Inc. ("Second Sun"). Founded 
in 2013, Second Sun is a cannabis production and management company that owns and operates licenses cannabis 
farms in multiple states, holds exclusive licensing for world renowned Israeli medical cannabis genetics, and develops 
brands in the space that aim to be the top in the industry. Prior to Second Sun, Michael was the Operations Manager 
for Medical Caregivers Company ("MCC"), a licensed Los Angeles dispensary (Adult-Use Retail A10-18-0000240-
TEMP, Medical Retail M10-18-0000286-TEMP). At MCC, Michael was responsible for procuring quality cannabis 
products, running day-to-day operations, and meeting with new vendors and industry professionals. As COO for 
Budberry, Michael will ensure hyper-compliant operations in all licensed retail stores, manage procurement of 
licensed/tested product to be sold in stores, and manage vendor relationships. 

Tyler Stratford — General Manager: Tyler Stratford brings significant cannabis industry experience to Budberry; he 
has worked at every level of the industry, ranging from on-the-ground work at dispensaries and cultivation operations 
to operational consulting and compliance work for some of the industry's largest companies. Tyler has trained and 
started up over 300 cannabis businesses and opened the very first dispensaries in 6 states. He is a thought leader in 
the cannabis industry and educates of audiences at high-profile cannabis events and conferences across the country. 

Tyler is also a veteran of the United States Army. During his four-year tenure in the Army, Tyler received five 
promotions, and earned the rank Infantry SGT in the Old Guard. He was the recipient of the Army Achievement Medal, 
awarded to the top graduate of a 500+ man Infantryman Basic Training cycle. 

Most recently, Tyler is the Manager of Retail Operations for Canna Advisors, the cannabis industry's leading 
consulting firm. In that role, Tyler provides expertise to clients in post-license services, from staff development and 
training to the strategic implementation of key business platforms and standard operating procedures. Previously, Tyler 
was an Operations Consultant for MJ Freeway, one of the cannabis industry's largest technology companies, which 
specializes in cannabis compliance software and operational consulting. In that role, Tyler: strategically advised clients 
in cannabis cultivation and retail dispensary operations by providing expertise in seed-to-sale tracking, business 
efficacy, and workflow efficiency both virtually and on-site; developed business workflow plans customized for 
compliance-focused business operations and company goals; and, created standard operating procedures, best 
practices for security, patient and employee health guidelines, and inventory control. 

Tyler also has a wealth of personal experience working in cultivation and retail operations. As Operations 
Lead/Compliance Officer at Boulder Kind Care, one of the most pioneering and respected businesses in the medical 
cannabis industry, Tyler managed operations and staff for over 18,000 square feet of cultivation space and a dispensary 
location. As Compliance Officer, he was responsible for all operations, adhering to the many state and local cannabis 
regulations. Tyler also worked as Dispensary Manager at Herbal Wellness, where he executed the transition from 
medical to medical/recreational operations by creating and implementing a new internal workflow, including inventory 
management, state compliance, and patient/customer education. He was responsible for onboarding new employees, 
managing cash and inventory, reporting to the Colorado METRC traceability system, and managing marketing and 
social media. By determining workflow inefficiencies and implementing new processes, Tyler was able to more than 
double medical sales. 

Budberry has contracted with Canna Advisors and will be leveraging Tyler as its on-site General Manager. Tyler 
is responsible for the overall management of operations, including development of standard operating procedures and 
staff training programs in compliance with applicable regulations. Tyler will perform strategic planning for all company 
operations, develop and implement compliant standard operating procedures, oversee all company procedures and 
processes; monitor productivity and adherence to timelines and goals, audit data in the business management platform 
to ensure accuracy, oversee all management and staff; design staff appraisal procedures in coordination with the HR 
Director, manage budgets and expenditures, and, analyze business management platform and inventory data for 
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regulatory compliance. 
Tyler has a contract to open and manage Budberry's West Hollywood retail store, and then would be transitioning 

to the Pasadena location to do the same for this store on a full-time basis. This would give Tyler some trial-and-error 
for the Budberry business model and will enable him to seamlessly manage Budberry's Pasadena location. 

Max Dichter— Chief Financial Officer: Max is coming to Budberry as its Chief Financial Officer ("CFO") with extensive 
experience in finance, accounting, and strategic analysis. Most recently, Max served as the VP Finance & Strategy at 
4th & Heart, a Venice-based artisanal ghee company. There, Max headed up finance and accounting and is directly 
involved in all things legal as well as operational analyses. Max's primary responsibilities include facilitating and driving 
fundraising efforts, managing operational cash flow, building and maintaining financial forecasts, and leveraging 
strategic analysis to help the team optimize gross margins and operational expenses. Through his fundraising efforts, 
he has raised  for the company and led all capital raising and financing activities for the company. Outside 
of his day-to-day responsibilities, Max spends his time interfacing with the Board of Directors, investors, and other 
entrepreneurs in the industry. 

Prior to 4th & Heart, Max was the Director of Finance and Business Operations at TrueCar, a publicly traded 
car-buying consumer internet company. Max's role involved planning and directing many financial, strategic, analytical, 
and operational activities for the Executive Team and Business Operations function. Max owned and managed the 
Company's financial model, participated in all investor relations efforts, and worked cross functionally with all 
departments around the company to execute on key strategic projects set out by the Executive Team. Max was also a 
critical resource in the successful closing of a  follow-on offering. 

At Budberry, Max will lead Budberry's capital raise documentation and processes, handle investor 
correspondence and ongoing reporting, and work the other executives to make strategic, financially-backed decisions 
on behalf of the company. Max will also work closely with Jeff Cohen, Chief Tax Advisor, to maintain financial 
statements and reporting, financial budgets and forecasts, and continually analyze cash flow and financial planning 
strategies to best inform the Budberry executive team. 

Ivan Cohen - Chief Delivery Officer: Ivan is a technology, coding, and payment processing professional who has 
created multiple programs that have drastically changed industries. Ivan has been working in technology and payment 
processing since 1993, when he developed a per-minute pin card-based billing solution using an AT&T videophone. In 
1994, Ivan developed a PC video conferencing solution, and in 1998, formed a partnership with WorldNet Companies 
to create the infrastructure to build the largest private network of its time. At this position, Ivan designed the credit card 
infrastructure and merchant processing gateway. In 2002, Ivan was named Chief Technology Officer and Head of 
Marketing for a publicly traded web company called Whoofnet. From 2011-2014, Ivan went on to work closely with 
several technology startups, and in 2014, founded his own healthy meal delivery service called Lean Meals, that was 
used nationwide. This company grew to be one of the largest social media profiles in the healthy food space, generating 
over  in gross sales between 2015 and 2017. Ivan operated this company for about three years, developing 
systems and methods to safely transport perishable products, and perfecting the distribution of physical products in a 
high-volume environment. 

Ivan is joining the Budberry team with a new delivery platform that will be exclusive to the Budberry stores in 
West Hollywood and Pasadena. This platform contains advanced features and technology that put it in the top class of 
product delivery applications. It is fully developed, functional, and was built by Ivan himself. Ivan will manage all aspects 
of the delivery technology and oversee the delivery operation. 

Jeff Cohen, CPA — Chief Tax Advisor: Budberry is engaged with Jeff Cohen, CPA, who is one of the top cannabis 
tax accountants in California. Jeff has performed accounting services for many clients in the cannabis industry, ranging 
from cultivators and processors to dispensaries, delivery services, and distributors throughout California. He has 
developed an extensive network of attorneys and tax professionals dedicated to the cannabis industry. Jeff will be in 
charge of maintaining all of Budberry's bookkeeping and financial recordkeeping from reports furnished from our POS 
system and bank accounts. Jeff will help Budberry maintain proper compliance with city, state, and federal agencies. 
He specializes in IRC Section 280E, having developed numerous IRC Section 280E mitigation strategies that are used 
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by some of the most successful cannabis companies in California. Jeff has worked with the Budberry executives on 
this business model for the past two years and is greatly familiar with the intricacies of Budberry's operations and how 
they relate to the complex tax laws surrounding the cannabis industry. 

Stephanie Zouglas — Senior Financial Advisor: Ms. Zouglas has been actively involved in the accounting field for 
over 10 years and is currently the Chief Financial Officer ("CFO") for GreeneFox Enterprises, one of Budberry's early 
shareholders. She is currently responsible for managing the accounting department, maintaining internal controls and 
overseeing all financial reporting. 

As CFO for GreeneFox, Ms. Zouglas has financial oversight of its facilities in California and Maryland. Additionally, 
she has extensive experience with Seed to Sale businesses (Cultivation, Processing, Retail) which is invaluable in the 
emerging and highly regulated medical marijuana industry. Stephanie's leadership has been instrumental in 
GreeneFox's national growth. 

As GreeneFox's CFO, Ms. Zouglas will be advising Budberry on properly managing all company financial assets 
and guide all third-party accounting, tax preparation, and financial services vendors. Stephanie will assist in creating 
and implementing a company budget and departmental budgets; informing executive team of financial status of the 
company; and auditing the work of the Bookkeeper for accuracy and consistency with Generally Accepted Accounting 
Practices. 

Celeste Miranda — Marketing and Public Relations Advisor: Celeste Miranda is a successful entrepreneur, 
advocate, and pioneer of the cannabis industry. In 2010, she founded The Cannabis Marketing Lab ("TCML"), the first 
digital marketing agency tailored specifically to serve startups in the legal cannabis industry. TCML has been a 
launching pad for several other of Celeste's endeavors, including The Cannabis Marketing Lab Radio Show and Mace 
Media, an events and publication company that hosts expos, conferences, and publishes four different cannabis 
industry magazines both in print and digital form. Celeste also founded MC4MS, a non-profit with the mission of 
influencing policymakers to loosen federal restrictions on testing cannabis for its medical benefits in treating symptoms 
of multiple sclerosis. Celeste sits on the advisory board for the Cannabis Cultural Association, a group dedicated to 
helping communities of color to become more involved in the industry and gain better access to medical cannabis. She 
also serves on the Board of Directors for Canna Mommy, a non-profit organization which advocates for mothers who 
choose natural medicines. 

As Budberry's Marketing and Public Relations Advisor, Celeste Miranda is responsible for: maintaining the 
company's professional and positive public image; devising sales strategies; creating marketing materials in 
compliance with advertising restrictions and regulations; creating the company's brand standards; managing social 
media presence; administering the marketing budget; coordinating marketing events; and, acting as a liaison to industry 
groups. 

Cassia Furman — Legal Counsel: Budberry has an engagement with Vicente Sederberg, LLC, a law firm with a 
prestigious reputation and a long history of providing counsel for cannabis businesses. Budberry executives work 
closely with Cassia Furman, a Managing Partner of the Vicente Sederberg California Practice Group. She has 
supported local governments in their licensing processes under MAUCRSA and represented private clients in the 
establishment and operation of California-based cannabis business ventures. Cassia has also worked with numerous 
municipalities and been involved with drafting and implementation of comprehensive medical marijuana ordinances. 

Jay Czarkowski — Cannabis Industry Expert / Senior Advisor: Jay Czarkowski is an influential cannabis 
entrepreneur, investor, and advocate. A well-connected and respected industry insider, Jay and his team have helped 
build cannabis businesses in 30 states and internationally. As Founding Partner at Canna Advisors, Jay forges new 
avenues in the legal cannabis market with informed agility and strategic sophistication. Jay was the founder of one of 
the first medical cannabis dispensaries and cultivation facilities to receive a cannabis license in Colorado. Known for 
applying proven business tactics to unchartered territory, Jay has created a diverse vendor network at Canna Advisors 
with high-profile partners and serves on the board of multiple cannabis businesses. With nearly a decade of regulatory 
experience as a consultant and award-winning operator, Jay has paved the way for innovative startups and 
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technologies. He is dedicated to building the industry through successful and inclusive state programs, pairing 
grassroots advocacy with a global vision. Jay is a Founding Member of the National Cannabis Industry Association, a 
Lifetime Member of the Arcview Investment Group, and a sustaining member of Students for Sensible Drug Policy, the 
Marijuana Policy Project, and Americans for Safe Access. In 2016, he received the Arcview Group's Outstanding 
Member award for his career service to the industry. 

As Budberry's Cannabis Industry Expert, Jay Czarkowski is responsible for providing strategic direction for the 
company based on intimate knowledge of the cannabis industry. He will also contribute to the business by creating 
business development opportunities, mentoring executives and staff, and, monitoring the market to guide executive 
planning. 

John Brown — Cannabis Industry Expert/ Advisor: John Brown brings a diverse and incredibly valuable background 
to his role and will serve as a key component to Budberry's day-to-day operations. John has been active in the cannabis 
industry for over 12 years, with experience in cultivation, retail, and brand management. John is also heavily involved 
in volunteering for his community. John has a strong, personal connection to the beneficial effects of cannabis;  

 
 

 This experience 
solidified John's commitment to working in the cannabis industry. 

John managed a prestigious, compliant cannabis dispensary in Colorado during both the pre-opening and fully 
operating stages of the business. As part of that dispensary management role, John: was part of a management team 
that opened a new store and restructured an existing location; directly managed 15 employees at two locations; trained 
managers and employees on sales, customer service, POS systems, regulations, and security protocols; was 
responsible for daily bookkeeping, deposit preparation, and cash management for two locations; was responsible for 
inventory, quality control, and loss prevention (including flower, concentrates, edibles, consumables, topicals, and 
complimentary products); managed events, event staff, and live promotions; and, developed and produced marketing 
collateral. John was given official Key Holder status in the State of Colorado, which consisted of passing a ten-year 
background check, an interview, and FBI screening. He will capitalize on this prior dispensary management experience 
in the implementation of standard operating procedures and other cannabis-specific processes. At the Colorado 
dispensary, he was responsible for all aspects of advertising including budget management, placement of traditional 
and digital media, proposal analysis, contract negotiation, and tracking performance data and analytics to help identify 
trends and track return on investment. In this role, John placed a heavy emphasis on community involvement and 
collaborated with similarly minded businesses in the industry to be a part of charity events and fundraisers. John is 
also a member of the American Marketing Association, the Project Management Institute, and the Public Relations 
Society of America. As Budberry's Cannabis Advisor, Budberry will call on John for consultation of retail company 
processes and advisory of retail and cannabis industry trends. 

Pasadena Store Manager ("SM"): During Tyler Stratford's contract to open the Pasadena location, Budberry aims to 
source a local candidate from within the Pasadena community through our social equity program (described in 
subsequent sections). Tyler will leverage his deep cannabis experience & knowledge to develop this individual into the 
Store Manager for the Budberry Pasadena store. Tyler has comprehensive training materials to transform a strong 
candidate with extensive general or retail management experience into a cannabis management professional. 

Jeff Danzer — Executive Chef: Jeff Danzer (more popularly known as Jeff the 420 Chef) first started cooking and 
baking cannabis infused dishes for a friend's mother who was suffering from cancer in 2012. His mission is to help 
people who are suffering — but do not want to smoke cannabis — to live a better life with the help of cannabis infused 
edibles. Jeff is passionate about wellness and is a proponent of using clean cannabis in edibles as a gateway to a 
better quality of life. Jeff has taught thousands of people through his classes, videos, and published articles; his videos 
are featured online and have over 5 million views. 

Jeff is the cannabis industry's pre-eminent culinary expert. The author of 420 Gourmet, The Elevated Art of 
Cannabis Cuisine, Jeff has quickly risen to prominence in both the cannabis and culinary worlds. He is famous for 
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inventing a proprietary process known as FreeLeaf'', which deep cleans cannabis and industrial hemp to create 
odorless, virtually tasteless, strain-specific cannabis oils and cannabis butter for cooking. Jeff was recently named one 
of America's top cannabis chefs by The San Francisco Chronicle. Jeff is the pioneer of "layered micro-dosing," a 
process which standardizes low doses of cannabis and allows the customer to control their experience by progressively 
adding doses until the desired effect is achieved. 

As Budberry's Executive Chef, Jeff is responsible for creating recipes for Budberry's line of micro-infused edibles 
that will be sold in our adult-use retail cannabis facilities. This includes creating the low-dose recipes themselves and 
subsequently producing the food items in Budberry's open, commercial kitchen in West Hollywood under their ancillary 
manufacturing license. Jeff also has a YouTube and OTT-streaming series called "Cannabis Cooking Television," 
which provides both entertainment and educational opportunities to Budberry's customers, who will be able to watch 
and learn how to safely consume edibles from a world-renowned cannabis chef in action. 

Terry Blevins — Security Consultant: Terry Blevins, M.A. is President/CEO of Armaplex Security Group, a Los 
Angeles based security firm with a focus on providing security for the Cannabis industry. He has over 30 years of 
experience in local and federal law enforcement, international police training and corporate security. He has specialized 
in physical security, executive protection, investigations, rule of law and public security leadership. 

During his work in local and federal law enforcement in the U.S. he saw the impact that bad drug policy had on 
our communities and on people of color in particular. Terry is a speaker and advocate for LEAP, Law Enforcement 
Action Partnership, is passionate about drug policy reform, and reducing harm through social justice as well as policing 
reform. 

Over the past five years, Terry has been regarded as the premiere cannabis security expert in his role as 
President/CEO of Armaplex Security Group. Terry has been actively educating government officials regarding the 
realities of legalization and decriminalization. Terry presents the case that well-regulated Cannabis businesses often 
reduce crime, decrease the black market and increase tax revenue for those jurisdictions allowing businesses to be 
licensed. Terry is responsible for creating and implementing security plans for all Budberry adult-use cannabis facilities. 

Dierdre Kennedy, CHRS, LPRT - Community Relations Advisor: Dierdre has joined the Budberry team as our 
Community Relations Advisor. She currently serves as the President and Owner of BenAssist Health Insurance 
Services and was born and raised in Pasadena. Dierdre is a member of the Insurance Committee on the California 
Cannabis Industry Association and has over 20 years of experience in employee benefit plans. BenAssist is a woman-
owned, niche-focused agency, and Dierdre and the other owners have been specializing in the cannabis industry for 
about five years now. In addition, Dierdre serves on the Pasadena Chamber's Legislative Committee. Dierdre is 
passionate about helping others and is deeply rooted in the Pasadena community. She will advise Budberry on the 
needs of the community by keeping a finger on the pulse of its members. 

Cassandra Gonzalez - Pasadena Assistant Manager: Upon licensure in Pasadena, Budberry intends to bring 
Cassandra on board to serve as the Pasadena Assistant Manager. Cassandra has three years of experience as Store 
Manager at Show Grow, a brand of dispensaries in Santa Ana, Long Beach, and Las Vegas. During her tenure, 
Cassandra acquired a strong base of dispensary experience where she was responsible for managing a team of 
personnel and managing dispensary inventory levels. As the Store Manager, Cassandra also communicated financial 
goals to sales staff and created a motivating culture around the mission. Cassandra is also community-driven, which 
aligns with Budberry's core values. She is deeply involved with Families in Schools, which targets low-income and 
underserved communities providing the opportunity for quality education and the guidance to succeed in school and 
life. As a Program Coordinator for the organization, Cassandra manages the marketing and PR for 18 programs and 
initiatives and hosts trainings and conferences to raise awareness for the Families in Schools. Budberry hopes to 
leverage Cassandra's experience to implement similarly impactful programs to help support the youth and underserved 
families of Pasadena. 

Madison Gruber— Retail Consultant: is joining the Budberry Team as Retail Consultant, after a five-year career in 
retail management at industry-leading athleisure retailer, Lululemon. Madison's passion and expertise towards retail 
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management will transcend into our retail space, providing Budberry management with a traditional approach towards 
retail from some of the best training the retail industry has to offer. Madison will manage visual merchandising, product 
placement, inventory reporting, and with connection being at her core, Madison lights up at the signs of community, 
collaboration, and engagement. Madison's proven results in her experience thus far in lululemon, as well as taken her 
personal development seriously. Madison will perform on-site consultation, leveraging retail management experience 
combined with her passion for people to make her a valuable asset to the Budberry team. 

SECTION 2: BUSINESS PLAN 

Budberry will provide an unparalleled customer experience through its use of an adult-use retail cannabis facility 
("RCF") coupled with an on-demand delivery service. With an emphasis on customer service, a range of top-quality 
products sourced locally, traditional aesthetics aligned with the City's history, and collaborations with other local 
businesses, Budberry will come to define the quintessential Pasadena ("The City") cannabis business. Budberry will 
incorporate the community into every aspect of the store, including local artwork, architectural style, and interior design 
to create a brand that is as safe and comfortable as the community of Pasadena. With a nude fagade, exclusive of any 
logos or branding, Budberry intends to not only protect the City from the stigma that is sometimes associated with 
excessive cannabis signage in a concentrated area, but also to align the concept with historical architecture and 
tradition of the City of Roses. Budberry plans to provide a simple and educational retail experience, through which 
residents and tourists alike can smoothly integrate cannabis into their lifestyles. Our focus on education will enable us 
to serve a broader demographic than those who are currently targeted by industry leaders. 

Budberry's retail store will include some of its own products created by our exclusive partnership with Jeff Danzer, 
more popularly known as Jeff the 420 Chef. Jeff was recently named one of America's top cannabis chefs by The San 
Francisco Chronicle, famous for inventing the FreeLeaf"' process. This is a patent-pending process that deep cleans 
cannabis and industrial hemp to create odorless, tasteless, strain-specific cannabis oils and cannabis butter for 
cooking. Budberry will manufacture Jeff's famous products under a manufacturing license off-site. Budberry will 
leverage Jeffs tasteless FreeLeafTm oil to create infused household foods, including, but not limited to bakery items, 
coffee, juices, condiments, etc., that will easily integrate into the everyday lifestyle of Pasadena's community members. 
All products created will be properly tested and packaged before held for sale at our retail store in Pasadena. Contrary 
to the majority of edible products on the market, Jeff emphasizes micro-dosing in all of his infused products, enabling 
customers to gradually consume edible products without becoming overly intoxicated. 

Budberry has put a great amount of effort into creating the team that will best implement this unique business 
model, and will continue to grow the team to maximize the positive impact of our brand and mission on the surrounding 
community. We will provide a controlled environment where the community can come together in a social setting to 
engage in responsible and safe cannabis purchasing. We are excited to leverage our deep-rooted cannabis and 
hospitality industry knowledge to best serve the wonderful city that is Pasadena, California. 

SUB-SECTION 2A: OPERATIONS - STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES 
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Pages 18-49 Redacted 



SUB-SECTION 2B: COMMUNITY BENEFITS 

Budberry is building a brand and business model that incorporates every element of Pasadena's mission statement 
and core values. The owners strive to become a leader by fostering the mission and values, and extending contribution 
outside of Budberry's four walls and into the community. We are dedicated to teaming up with local organizations and 
individuals with a deep understanding of the community, and who also contribute to the city's mission and core values. 
In doing so, Budberry will strive to succeed as a community, not as an individual business. Budberry will further the 
City Council's goal to support and promote the quality of life and local economy through the demonstration of our 
alignment with the City's core values, a comprehensive social equity plan, and community engagement and integration 
plans described herewith. 

Community Understanding & Core Values: Jon and Patrick are passionate about serving the City of Pasadena and 
its residents. In Budberry, they have created a welcoming, gender- and age- neutral brand image that is closely aligned 
with the community of Pasadena. Budberry will provide an unparalleled customer experience, bringing a safe, 
educational, and aesthetically pleasing boutique cannabis facility to improve the quality of life for the City's residents. 

Jon and Patrick have already begun to prove that they are proactive and passionate about the Pasadena 
community by initiating an open dialogue and transparent relationship with the Mayor, City Council, and City Staff. Jon 
and Patrick began attending City Council meetings in 2018 to learn more about the needs of the community, and joined 
the Pasadena Chamber of Commerce to truly integrate themselves into the business community. Owners personally 
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attended multiple Chamber events and enjoyed connecting with local businesses and residents. Patrick and Jon have 
continued to foster these relationships by maintaining an ongoing dialogue and setting additional in person meetings 

`The City of Pasadena is dedicated to delivering exemplary municipal services responsive to our 
entire communio and consistent with our history, culture and unique character." — Pasadena 
Mission Statement 

Budberry has a detailed plan to cater to the needs of the Pasadena community. Census data indicates that about 
15% of Pasadena residents are living in poverty. Budberry will stimulate the economy by providing over 20 opportunities 
for employment across the retail store and delivery businesses. In addition, Budberry employees will actively create 
opportunities to positively impact individuals and organizations in the community, as detailed throughout the rest of this 
section. Through community engagement, Budberry will demonstrate creativity in finding solutions to show respect and 
support for people, and improving the overall quality of residential life. 

Budberry will build out a robust delivery service. If licensed in Pasadena, Budberry Pasadena will serve as 
the delivery hub serving all Budberry delivery customers in Northern Los Angeles. Budberry will have a strong brand 
that acquires loyal customers from all over the Los Angeles area from its two premier locations in Pasadena and West 
Hollywood. The regional delivery structure will allow Budberry to serve half of its delivery customer base in the LA 
region from our Pasadena location, and bring the revenue generated back to the Pasadena community. 

Concerning the promotion of local economic development, Budberry is committed to contributing a portion of 
total revenues directly back into organizations within the community. For the first three years, we are projecting 
monetary contributions of at least in year 1,  in year 2, and in year 3. This does not include 
any charitable contributions that will come from specific product sales. For example, in addition to our allocation of total 
sales to local charitable contributions, a larger portion of sales from rose-branded edible products formulated by our 
Executive Chef will go to Pasadena charities and non-profit organizations. One product in the planning phase of 
development for the Pasadena store is Canna-Apple Rose Chips. Products like these will be available for purchase 
from the West Hollywood and Pasadena stores to benefit the Pasadena community. In addition, Budberry plans to 
work with as many local organizations as reasonably possible in an effort to promote and grow the local economy. 
Furthermore, the positive effect on other local organizations will be compounded by the nature of Budberry's appeal to 
tourists. 

The Pasadena community happens to be home to a significant number of individuals with disabilities. As another 
way to meet the unique needs of Pasadena's community, and in order to find a solution to managing the community's 
needs, Budberry's RCF will not only be wheelchair-accessible and fully ADA-compliant (42 U.S.C.A. § 12182 (1990)), 
but will go above and beyond the city and state requirements to ensure those with disabilities have access to the same 
customer experience as anyone else. 

Pasadena has established a culture of tradition and family; by which anyone is accepted into the community with 
open arms. Budberry thoroughly believes that we preserve this culture by providing a brand that abandons the concept 
of cannabis stereotypes, and enhances this culture by encouraging creativity and individuality without sacrificing safety. 
Similar to the way Pasadena's Police Department identifies itself as an organization, at Budberry, "We Believe In The 
Personal Touch." We are committed to holding ourselves to the highest standards through its interactions with the 
community. As a result, Budberry's presence will perpetuate the well-being of the community in which it operates and 
of its members within. 

Pasadena's core values are front and center in the Budberry community engagement plan. 

Responsiveness & Open Communication: Budberry will engage in ongoing communication with its neighboring 
business owners to develop a functional and transparent relationship. This provides neighbors the ability to voice any 
concerns they may have and to discuss potential solutions. Budberry management will attend regular meetings with 
the City Manager and other interested parties as deemed appropriate by the City Manager or his/her designee, to 
discuss costs, benefits, and other community issues. Pasadena Cal., Code § 5.78.200(B) (2018). Budberry owners 
and managers will also keep in close communication with the Los Angeles Fire Department, and City Public Safety 
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Department staff to review any potential public safety issues associated with its operations. Throughout Patrick's 
extensive career in managing nightlife venues, he has found great success in opening the dialogue with these 
community counterparts immediately upon operation. Budberry acknowledges that Pasadena functions as a family-like 
community, and therefore prioritizes radical transparency and open communication. 

Budberry will remain responsive and accountable to the public by continuously seeking feedback. Budberry will 
address any feedback and concerns originating in-store, through social media, at the Pasadena Chamber of 
Commerce, City Council meetings, or through any other mechanism necessary to remain in good standing with the 
members of the community. As Budberry receives varied feedback, it will actively make decisions that are in the best 
interest of the community and its members. 

Budberry has already proved its responsiveness to the community by listening to the concerns and needs of the 
local Pasadena Chamber members, and providing immediate solutions. Budberry's two founders have been attending 
several events and meetings and getting to know the wonderful people of the community. Through this, they have 
learned about the immediate need for CBD products & education for those in pain. In response to this, Budberry owners 
identified a provider of high-quality CBD products, and created a partnership to provide their products to the residents 
of Pasadena at a discounted rate. Budberry has engaged with members of the community to direct them to these 
quality discounted products, and personally provide additional education on CBD. This process brought to the attention 
of the owners that current CBD market is loaded with inferior products. The owners immediately responded to this 
realization by developing their own CBD products of the highest quality to be sold at a fair price. Their CBD company 
will launch nation-wide and make their high-quality CBD products available to the Pasadena community, in May 2019. 
Direct personal engagement with members of the Pasadena community was the catalyst that lead to the development 
of this CBD company that will provide top-tier products at an affordable price, and promote quality of life for not only 
Pasadena residents, but individuals across the nation. The owners and management are dedicated to keeping an open 
ear in the community, welcoming any and all feedback from community residents, and responding with actions that 
remedy any concerns that may arise. 

Honesty and Integrity: In facilitating a venue that represents honesty and integrity in all aspects, Budberry 
understands that this starts with instilling these values in its employees. Budberry is committed to providing its 
employees with the necessary skills and training to ensure exceptional respect and support for all customers and 
community members. Budberry will also perform thorough background checks to ensure each employee's record 
shows a history of honesty and integrity. Management will follow a set of strict and selective criteria before hiring any 
individual at any position within the organization to ensure the entire team shares the same vision, values, and 
enthusiasm. Patrick Fogarty, President, has created a unique employee hiring and training structure that has shown 
incredible results in past operations that he has opened and managed. These plans are discussed in further detail in 
the Employee Training section, and the results from Patrick's implemented practices are discussed in the Experience 
section. Through educating and training Budberry employees on product knowledge, potency, customer service skills, 
and applicable laws and regulations, Budberry will ensure that each customer is treated with the utmost respect, the 
highest level of customer service, and information that is honest and true. 

Accountability: Budberry's team takes accountability for its business operations and will do so by implementing a 
safe and secure venue that goes beyond what is required by current regulations. Through Budberry's philanthropic 
efforts, we intend to hold ourselves accountable for the well-being of our community members. As described in the 
plans below, Budberry will take seriously its thoroughness in planning, as well as neighborhood communication efforts 
prior to selecting the premises in Pasadena to operate under, and ability to implement creative initiatives that better 
the lives of residents in Pasadena. Budberry will also work to its best ability to be accountable to the environment by 
working with vendors who adhere to environmentally conscious practices in how they grow and/or manufacture 
cannabis and cannabis products. In doing so, Budberry further holds itself accountable for its smooth integration into 
the community without disrupting the community in which we operate and beyond. 

Excellence & Innovation: At the heart of Budberry's brand is a sense of creativity and individuality consistent with 
the values of Pasadena. This is portrayed through the artistic partnerships that support Budberry's character and 
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innovation. As mentioned throughout the Community Benefits section, Budberry has teamed up with various 
community-recognized business owners, executive directors, designers, and other innovative individuals. The cohesion 
of these creative partnerships will bring together varying ideals to form a single holistic vision. In addition to these 
partnerships, our exclusive partner and Executive Chef, Jeff Danzer, will complement Budberry's artistic richness 
through innovative edible products available for retail sale. Nowhere else in Pasadena will customers be able to taste 
the micro-infused culinary delights produced by a celebrity cannabis chef with the intent to be able to enjoy cannabis 
without the extreme intoxication that has come to define the edible market. Budberry won't be just an exchange of 
product, but a full concierge experience where a host will guide the customer through the beautiful retail venue to 
ensure the perfect product is chosen to fit each individual's unique needs and desires. Budberry strives to be an 
example of excellence through its innovation of the Adult-Use Retail customer experience. They take from top practices 
and technologies both within and outside the industry, to create an unmatched customer experience. 

Diversity and inclusiveness:  Budberry will employ a diverse workforce and act as an equal opportunity employer 
in Pasadena, California made up of talented individuals from many ethnicities and cultures. Budberry will prioritize local 
residents in its hiring practices, and will develop an action plan to inform, hire, and educate minorities, women, veterans, 
state residents, and disabled persons on the benefits of cannabis and availability of work opportunities whenever 
possible. The Budberry executive team is committed to building a company with fair treatment, access, opportunity, 
and advancement for people of all demographic backgrounds and life experiences. To fulfill this commitment, Budberry 
has initiated dialogue with Cal State LA's Project Rebound group and the Hood Incubator. This would provide access 
to a diverse set of community members and individuals who have had prior incarceration experiences. Budberry will 
continue to build this inclusive work environment throughout its operation. Budberry's owners have experienced first-
hand inclusiveness being exemplified in the Pasadena community. The residents of Pasadena practicing and 
embodying the core value of inclusiveness has lead Jon and Patrick to feeling at home and building wonderful 
relationships within the community of Pasadena. 

1. How the business seeks to ensure that persons most harmed by cannabis criminalization and poverty 
through a share in the ownership, management, employment or other benefits resulting in high quality, well-
paying jobs and/or other benefits. 

Significant Social Equity Component and Non-Discrimination: Budberry seeks to ensure that persons most 
harmed by cannabis criminalization and poverty are involved with the company through high quality, well-paying roles 
as staff, management and ownership, as well as other benefits. Like the Budberry brand, the ownership group 
encourages inclusion and therefore contains a variety of individual backgrounds in the ownership and management 
groups. Budberry's initial on-site management group is a talented group that currently includes veterans, hispanic, 
women, and LGBTQ members. 

Budberry is committed to providing an effective and established non-discrimination plan at its facility, in line with 
California's Department of Fair Employment and Housing Act ("DFEH"), and a Discrimination and Harassment 
Prevention and Complaint Procedures Policy specific to the state of California and Budberry's ongoing commitment to 
workplace safety. In addition to state and local policies, Budberry will support all federal anti-discrimination and anti-
harassment workplace policies at its facility, including but not limited to the Equal Employment Opportunity Policy, The 
Equality Act, and the Executive Order on LGBT. 

In addition to making significant efforts to incorporate social equity into their hiring practices, Budberry is 
making efforts to take it a step further. The owners believe that it's not enough to just provide an opportunity on the 
front end. Robust training and development will be necessary both initially and on an ongoing basis for individuals to 
find sustainable, long term success through these opportunities. Budberry believes that in order to have a genuinely 
strong impact with social equity efforts, then focus and efforts need to extend beyond the initial provision of an 
opportunity. 

Budberry has engaged with and continued to explore social equity programs to partner with, and will explore 
partnerships with the prestigious social equity programs that are making a difference. Budberry strongly believes in 
creating meaningful partnerships with organizations that have already shown proven results. African Americans have 
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experienced about three times more drug-related arrests in the United States than whites, according to a statistic 
released by the Bureau of Justice Statistics in 2010. With this information, Budberry realizes a need to address black 
and brown communities specifically to remedy those who are affected by drug criminalization. As such, Budberry 
intends to work closely with The Hood Incubator, a community-centered nonprofit organization committed to building 
economic and political power for Black and Brown communities, and seeks to increase Black and Brown participation 
in the legal cannabis industry. Budberry intends to work closely with this organization to bring jobs as employees and 
managers, and potential ownership positions to those in their program. 

Budberry is also engaging with Adam Vine, the co-founder of Cage Free Cannabis ("CFC"), an organization 
that aims to provide opportunities in the cannabis industry for those who have been disproportionately affected by the 
Drug War. Adam has provided policy recommendations to the City and County of Los Angeles, and the State of 
California on Social Equity Programs. Adam also helped coordinate and launch the first-ever National Expungement 
Week in October 2018. Cage Free Cannabis helped more than 500 people across 15 states, begin in the process of 
changing their records, creating more than  in public benefit. Adam and CFC have supported re-entry 
programs, community-based cannabis education, reparative justice events, and community-driven reinvestment of 
cannabis tax revenue through programming and philanthropy. Budberry is looking to Adam and his organization's 
expertise for assistance in coordinating events such as job fairs and educational workshops exclusively for those who 
have been affected by drug criminalization. Budberry intends to work with Adam with the specific focus of creating 
opportunities at our organization that serve as a re-entry from incarceration. 

In addition to the efforts previously mentioned, Budberry's founders, Jon and Patrick, are working with Adam 
on the development of a customized social equity program. Budberry believes that such a program should consist of 
leaders in the industry coming together with those who have been negatively impacted. Budberry intends to bring top 
cannabis companies and leaders together from inside and outside of the space to come together and develop a joint-
effort program that provides structured education and training for individuals negatively affected by social inequity. 
Budberry has begun preliminary engagement with a Government Affairs Consultant to start exploring how to best 
structure something like this, and bring it to life. We have begun preliminary discussions with government institutions 
and industry leading cannabis companies regarding this project, and they have not only expressed their interest in 
working together on this, but also specific contributions they could provide. Budberry is passionate about the need for 
such a program and doing their part to bring it life. 

Budberry owners understand that the Drug War has disproportionately harmed communities of colors, and 
therefore are passionate about that we are providing proper employment and management opportunities for all. While 
social equity initiatives are effective, we understand that this alone is not a remedy in providing opportunities for those 
most harmed by cannabis criminalization and poverty. Many affected individuals are not a part of these programs, and 
Budberry will ensure those people are given a fair chance for employment and a positive work experience by also 
implementing the follow efforts: 

Workplace Discrimination: Budberry's management team has years of experience helping employees inside and 
outside the cannabis industry navigate the world of employment safely. Patrick Fogarty helped create Budberry's anti-
discrimination policy based on his extensive experience as an employee manager in the diverse world of restaurants, 
bars, and nightclubs. Patrick's experience with growing businesses and management consulting allowed him to 
observe both working and non-working HR and employee anti-discrimination practices, and Budberry's policy is based 
strongly on his knowledge in this area. Tyler Stratford's specific cannabis dispensary experience also helped form 
Budberry's anti-discrimination policies and strategy. Budberry is morally invested in providing a discrimination-free, 
harassment-free, and sensitive workplace for its employees, beginning with intensive employee hiring practices that 
screen potential employees for discriminatory beliefs. Sensitivity training will also take place following the hiring process 
for all employees, and repeated as needed for the Budberry team, as well as annually to ensure an equal, non-
discriminatory workplace for all employees, vendors, visitors, and other people who may visit the Budberry facility. To 
help provide a safe and non-discriminatory employee environment at Budberry, the company will also enforce and 
encourage an alcohol-free, drug-free, and equal opportunity work environment for all employees. 
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Discrimination-Free Workplace: Budberry will provide a welcoming, safe workplace and promote involvement of 
diverse employees and diverse groups regardless of: age; ancestry; color; religious creed (including religious dress 
and grooming practices); eligibility for family and medical care leave; disability (mental and physical); marital status; 
medical condition (such as cancer and genetic characteristics); military and veteran status; national origin (including 
language use restrictions); race; sex; pregnancy, childbirth, breastfeeding and medical conditions related to pregnancy, 
child birth or breastfeeding; gender, gender identity and gender expression; sexual orientation; or, any other protected 
status in accordance with all applicable federal, California, and local laws. The company will implement a zero-tolerance 
discrimination policy, and Budberry will encourage employees to report all workplace discrimination occurrences 
immediately. The General Manager will monitor discrimination in the workplace and immediately address it upon 
discovery. Budberry will train employees to identify workplace discrimination in the context of two general categories: 

■ Overt discrimination — Direct, open behavior giving unequal treatment to a group or member of a group, often 
done consciously and with a malicious intent. 

■ Covert discrimination — Passive behavior giving unequal treatment to a group or member of a group, often 
based on subconscious prejudice and without malice. 

Employee Anti-discrimination Training: Budberry will also train employees to recognize overt discrimination such 
as verbal or written threats, intimidation, harassment, or assault. Budberry will train employees to recognize covert 
discrimination that puts diverse individuals at a disadvantage in the workplace and inform Budberry management so 
immediate action can be taken if this occurs. Budberry's employee manual and training seminars will emphasize that 
workplace discrimination can range from objectively offensive to seemingly invisible. Budberry will encourage 
employees to suggest changes to the company's SOPs if they feel company processes are even in the slightest 
discriminatory to themselves or any individual employed by Budberry. 

Anti-discrimination Hiring Policies: Budberry will implement hiring policies to prevent the occurrence of 
discrimination. During the hiring process, identifying information such as names, ethnicities, genders, and ages will be 
hidden from hiring managers on submitted resumes to prevent unconscious bias. (This hiring strategy has been proven 
to improve rates of diverse employment across all industries.) Budberry will also employ systems and processes 
designed to mitigate implicit bias, such as objective skills tests and structured interviews during hiring. An example of 
Budberry's proposed active intrinsic hiring bias mitigation is the selective data acquired from resumes, such as 
education. If a certain job does not require specific education to successfully fulfill occupational duties, it will be redacted 
from reviewed resumes to eliminate education-level judgment. 

Harassment-Free Workplace: Budberry's work environment policies will strictly prohibit all forms of unlawful 
harassment, including harassment on the basis of discrimination types listed under "Discrimination-Free Workplace" 
above in accordance with all applicable federal, California, and local laws. Budberry's General Manager, in conjunction 
with department managers, will continually observe staff for proper workplace conduct and safety. Budberry will 
manifest this commitment in harassment awareness training sessions and workplace sensitivity workshops, which 
every employee will complete annually as a condition of employment. In keeping with California's Fair Employment 
and Housing Act, Budberry will: distribute the Department of Fair Employment and Housing's brochure on sexual 
harassment; post an anti-discrimination poster; and, develop and distribute a written harassment, discrimination, and 
retaliation prevention policy. Additionally, if Budberry should ever employ 50 or more employees, it will provide at least 
two hours of effective, interactive sexual harassment training, led by a qualified instructor, every two years for each 
supervisor and for all new supervisors within six months of taking a supervisory role. The General Manager will also 
train employees to detect suspected or actual sexual harassment in the workplace by learning to recognize unwanted 
behavior during employee interactions. The General Manager will train all employees to report behavior that interferes 
with facility operations or the ability of employees to carry out those operations, as well as behavior that makes 
employees uncomfortable at work. Budberry will not tolerate sexual harassment of any kind, and violators will face 
immediate job termination and possible legal prosecution in line with California's Discrimination and Harassment 
Prevention and Complaint Procedures Policy. 
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American Disability Act Compliance: Budberry's facility will be American Disabilities Act ("ADA") compliant. The 
facility will adhere to the 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design. ADA compliance will enhance handicap 
accessibility and will promote a welcoming workplace environment for people with disabilities. ADA compliance will 
also make Budberry a physically accommodating workplace environment for everyone. The following are a few benefits 
of ADA compliance that every employee of Budberry will experience: text with good color contrast will help people with 
and without visual impairments read content more clearly; captions for training videos developed by Budberry's 
employees will help persons who are deaf or have hearing impairments and help improve English language skills; 
wheelchair ramps will allow easy movement of equipment; and keyboard-accessible controls on computer systems will 
help employees with dexterity impairments and provide all employees quick hotkey alternatives for optimized 
productivity. 

Sensitivity Training: Budberry will implement employee sensitivity training programs as part of its anti-
discrimination and anti-harassment policies. Sensitivity training will educate participants about cultural and lifestyle 
differences in the workplace so they can better understand and appreciate each other. The purpose of sensitivity 
training is to teach employees how to properly act and communicate in a multi-employee environment with diverse 
personnel. Topics covered in sensitivity training sessions will include: proper work etiquette; proper terminology; 
communication skills; anti-bullying management; and how to prevent, detect, and end sexual harassment within the 
company. To ensure inclusivity of the lesbian, gay, bisexual, transsexual, queer ("LGBTQ") community, Budberry will 
display Safe Zone stickers and posters at the facility entrance and throughout the facility. Safe Zones stickers explain 
that LGBTQ individuals should feel safe from discrimination based on sexuality or gender identity at Budberry. Safe 
Zone trainings will be company-wide programs committed to making Budberry a safer, more welcoming, and more 
inclusive workplace for members of the LGBTQ community; Budberry will embrace gender and sexual identity as an 
expression of personal freedom. 

Discrimination and Harassment Definitions: Despite Budberry's best efforts, discrimination or harassment may 
occur on the facility's property or elsewhere involving employees. The company has put in place procedures to prevent 
these occurrences from happening again, including but not limited to perpetrating employee termination. Budberry has 
also defined examples of prohibited sexual harassment or discrimination including: unwanted sexual advances; offering 
employment benefits such as a raise or career advancement in exchange for sexual favors; visual conduct such as 
leering, sexual gestures, or posting suggestive objects or pictures; sending or posting sexually related messages or 
videos via text, IM, or social media; verbal abuse of a sexual or degrading nature; unwanted physical conduct such as 
groping; verbal abuse concerning personal characteristics; racial/ethnic slurs; inappropriate or insensitive jokes; threats 
or intimidation; and, inappropriate conduct. Cal. Code Regs. tit. 16, § 5806 (2019). 

Anti-discrimination and Anti-harassment Procedures: Budberry employees will be encouraged to report 
discrimination and harassment in the workplace and be supported completely by the HR department and the company's 
management if they do. Employees will be instructed to immediately contact two supervisory positions who manage 
their own positions as well as the Budberry HR department if discrimination or harassment occurs. The names, phone 
numbers, and email contact information for these supervisory positions will be posted in a conspicuous place in each 
room of the facility. Complaints will be investigated promptly and thoroughly, including involvement of municipal, county, 
or California law enforcement officers or investigators as necessary. Budberry will treat these complaints in a sensitive 
and effective manner, using confidentiality and impartial internal personnel. If necessary, the California DFEH will be 
contacted and asked to investigate and process complaints. Violators of Budberry's anti-discrimination and anti-
harassment policies will be subject to immediate termination of employment with the company. The toll-free number of 
the DFEH (1-800-884-1684) will be posted alongside the HR department and supervisory phone numbers or email 
contact information at the proposed facility. In addition, the Bureau may ask the facility to comply if any of Budberry's 
anti-discrimination and anti-harassment policies are violated; Budberry will comply immediately with any such requests. 
Cal. Code Regs. tit. 16, § 5801 (2019). 

Budberry believes that creating a diverse, inclusive, and safe workplace is integral to running any successful 
business. Budberry will leverage the owners' previous experience operating a variety of businesses with thorough anti-
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discrimination policies to build a diverse group of employees that is representative of all residents of Pasadena and the 
State of California. Through anti-discrimination and anti-harassment policies, Budberry will protect and nurture its 
employees and encourage a diverse workforce and workplace that is safe for all employees, vendors, and other visitors 
who may be on the premises. In addition to the cited Bureau regulations in this section, Budberry has read and will 
comply with all relevant California Fair Employment and Housing Act ("FEHA") of the Department of Fair Employment 
and Housing ("DFEH") regulations as they apply to discrimination and harassment in the workplace. Inclusivity and 
sensitivity will be the hallmarks of Budberry's culture. 

2. How the business includes work with local non-profits and other community groups such as youth 
development and educational programs. Pasadena non-profits (or those that serve Pasadena) are preferred. 

Budberry will integrate into the Pasadena community through close partnerships with local non-profits and 
other community groups with an emphasis in youth development and educational programs. 

Community Engagement: Jon Locarni, CEO, and Patrick Fogarty, President, are familiar with the Pasadena 
area because they both live in Toluca Lake, which is about twelve miles west of Pasadena. Jon and Patrick, founders 
of Budberry, have personally spent time in the community attending City Council meetings, actively participating in 
Pasadena Chamber events and getting to know other local business owners. As nearby residents, Jon and Patrick 
have personal experience with the City's unique aspects and values, and have come to feel at home when spending 
time in the family-like community of Pasadena. Jon and Patrick have sat down with long-time residents and business 
owners alike in the City of Pasadena to ensure the Budberry business model is molded and customized around the 
community's needs. The two are dedicated to improving the community in creative ways. 

Engagement with Local Nonprofits: Jon and Patrick are both members of the Pasadena Chamber of Commerce, 
and both intend to serve on the Legislative & Government Affairs Committee. Budberry is informed about Pasadena's 
values and current needs, in part, through management's involvement within the Chamber. Jon and Patrick have 
served on multiple Chamber committees, including Legislative & Government Affairs Committee in another community, 
and regularly discussed governmental issues affecting the business community, including legislative, regulatory, 
permitting, and other developments that may impact member businesses. Jon and Patrick have already made valuable 
connections through the Pasadena Chamber, which have led to valued long-term partnerships described in detail in 
subsequent sections. 

Jon Locarni, Chief Executive Officer, and Patrick Fogarty, President, have developed a partnership with The 
Foundation for Living Beauty and Nancy Davidson, Executive Director. This non-profit organization is based in 
Pasadena and has existed since 2005 with a mission to empower women to increase their physical wellness and 
emotional stability while coping with cancer. Nancy and the Budberry team are passionate about the positive benefits 
of cannabis has on these individuals who are suffering from the effects of chemotherapy and sickness. The Foundation 
for Living Beauty offers innovative solutions to the challenges that women on their cancer journeys face daily, which 
includes wellness packages with a variety of products that calms the pain and mind. Budberry has agreed to work with 
Nancy and the foundation to provide products for these wellness kits to these patients in need. Budberry will be 
providing 100 cannabis wellness kits for cancer patients at Living Beauty in Pasadena in February 2019, in full 
compliance with all laws and regulations. Budberry is also sponsoring the 3rd Annual Golf Tournament for The 
Foundation for Living Beauty. Nancy, Jon, and Pat will also be co-hosting and co-sponsoring educational cannabis 
events for those who are either suffering from similar symptoms or interested in learning about cannabis products and 
safe use to promote quality of life in the Pasadena community. 

Budberry is also a member of Pasadena Heritage, another local nonprofit organization. Pasadena Heritage is a 
preservation organization best known for the preservation of Old Pasadena, the commercially successful revitalization 
of the original downtown. As members, Budberry's team intends to work closely with the organization on the design of 
their venue to ensure a smooth integration into the community. Pasadena Heritage is also able to consult on the 
integration into any community in Pasadena that Budberry would end up implementing this plan. More details on the 
partnership, and additional local design partnerships can be found in Section 3: Neighborhood Compatibility. 
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Budberry's founders, Jon and Patrick, have attended and participated in Pasadena's very own Business 4 
Business ("B4B") Think Tank events. B4B is a non-profit organization in Pasadena where local business owners get 
together and help one another with current business issues, and share ideas. Jon and Patrick have developed a 
personal relationship with Joan Desouza, Founder/Executive Director at B4B, and have enjoyed meeting and 
discussing our personal core values, and how they align with the needs of the community. At B4B Think Tank events, 
Jon and Patrick collaborated with local Pasadena business owners to provide business consultation to the Women's 
City Club of Pasadena. They enjoyed connecting and brainstorming with local business owners to develop creative 
ways for the Club to pursue additional revenue streams. 

Through a mandatory volunteer program, all Budberry employees will undertake quarterly efforts to benefit 
the Pasadena community. Through Jon and Patrick's attendance to the Pasadena Chamber events, they were 
connected to the Pasadena Ronald McDonald House, a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization dedicated to caring for and 
supporting children and families in Pasadena. Budberry is fully aware of the regulations related to federally funded 
organizations, and the regulations around accepting monetary donations from cannabis-associated businesses. In lieu 
of monetary donations, Budberry's team will provide volunteer services such as event help, meal preparation and 
baking, cleaning, and collecting wish list items. Budberry will prioritize risk mitigation over being accredited with these 
contributions in its efforts to maximize the positive impact on local non-profit organizations. Budberry will leverage Jon 
Locarni's extensive experience working on compliance audits of non-profit organizations throughout the greater Los 
Angeles area, and will always take a conservative approach to community impact. Through developing these plans, 
Budberry has found a creative solution to serving the Pasadena community by showing respect and support for the 
people living within it. Budberry has a strict policy to refrain from participating in any community initiatives that may 
involve risk for local organizations or the members in the community. 

Using their on-site manufacturing license in West Hollywood, Budberry will manufacture a line of products that 
will be exclusively sold and delivered from the Budberry Pasadena store. Budberry will dedicate a portion of the sale 
to support the community of Pasadena and local non-profit organizations. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

NON-BINDING LETTER OF INTENT SUMMARY TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

This Non-Binding Le'!er of IntenT ("LOI") summarizes the principai Terms and conditions intended to 
govern the proposed strategic collaboration and partnership as described herein. Upon mutual 
execution hereof, this LOI provides the commitment by the parties to enter into good faith negotiations 
to prepare and finalize all relevant documentation to substantiate the LOI. 

Key Deal Terms 

Parties 

Scope of 
Proposed 

Partnership 

J&P Consulting, or o designated affiliate thereof ("Company" or Budberry") and 
The Foundation fa Living Beauty ("TFLB"), collectively the "Parflos". 

Budberry and TFLB's strategic partnership will focus on (but is not imited to) the 

following operational objectives: 

• Providing Budberry edible / topical products for cancer wellness kits, with the 
first commitment of 100 kits in February 2019. 

• Co-hosting and co-sponsoring educational cannabis events to promote 

qualify of life in the Pasadena community, with an emphasis on safe use of all 
car nabis-reloted products and potential benefits for cancer patients and the 

broader city as applicable. 

• Sponsorship of the Foundation's fundraising events 

All contemplated pions will be finalized in accordance with local and state 
regulations. Any additional responsibilities to be agreed upon by the two parties in 

subsequent documentation. 

The terms and conditions of the LOI, the discussions between TFLB, the Company 

and / or their respective advisors and representatives relating to the LOI, the 

Confidentiality existence of the LOI and any information provided by one party to another in 

connection with the LOI constitute confidential information and shall be subject to 
the terms of the confidentiality agreement between the Company and TFLB. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have mutually accepted, agreed to. and entered into this LOI 

upon the date set forth below. 

By: 
Date: J nua 29 , 2019 
Name: Jon Locarni 
Role: CEO 

TI".

Date: Janus 2019 
Name: Nancy idson 
Role: Executive Director 
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3. How the business includes partnerships with existing Pasadena businesses (e.g., procurement of 
goods and services from local businesses). 

Local Business Partnerships: In addition to Budberry's local non-profit partnerships, we also intend to further the 
City Council's goal to support and promote the local economy through partnerships with existing Pasadena for-profit 
businesses. 

Budberry will purchase two UCE-11 Under-Counter Extreme Water Ionizers from Pasadena local and water 
wellness coach, Jerry Robin. Patrick and Jon met Jerry at a Pasadena Chamber of Commerce event, and were inspired 
by Jerry's passion for water wellness and the profound health benefits it could provide. Budberry will support the Jerry's 
water wellness mission and overall health of its customers and employees by installing these ionizer taps in both the 
West Hollywood and Pasadena stores, to bring Molecular Hydrogen (H2)-rich, Alkaline, antioxidant water to its 
employees and customers. 

Jon and Pat are working with Danni Bonnet of Your Local Massage Spa in Pasadena, and have agreed to call one 
a Budberry affiliate company to source topical CBD oil for Danni to incorporate into their massage services. CBD oil on 
the skin has been shown to help reduce pain and inflammation caused by inflammatory skin conditions, and may even 
help ease the discomfort of headaches. CBD also has potent antioxidant effects, which means it may help counteract 
signs of aging caused by free radicals. Budberry will assist Danni with ensuring that her used of any CBD oils are fully 
compliant with local and state regulations and health code. 

As Budberry plans to utilize an abundance of floral arrangements and green plants as decorations throughout its 
venue, Budberry intends to purchase from Duran's Flowers, who would provide the flowers and plants, and maintain 
them on an ongoing basis. This partnership will help Budberry foster the live, healthy aesthetic envisioned by the 
owners and designers. Budberry has initiated dialogue with Mike Duran, owner of Duran's roses near Old Pasadena. 
Mike has been at this location for over 25 years, and has earned the trust of his loyal customers through a unique 
approach to creating the newest and latest design trends in the flower industry. Budberry intends to engage Mike's 
flower shop for fresh floral arrangements and potentially weekly maintenance of the store's live plants and flowers. 
Other local design partnerships, including D L English Design Studio, Onyx Architects, and Bear Island Paintings are 
described in detail in Section 3. 

Budberry is also partnering with BenAssist Health, a local insurance service company, for employee benefits plans 
and payroll consulting. In addition to Jon and Patrick's involvement in the community, Budberry has an agreement with 
the President/Founder of BenAssist individual who is equally as passionate about the Pasadena community — Dierdre 
Kennedy. Dierdre, Budberry's Community Relations Advisor, is the President of BenAssist Health Insurance Services, 
based in Pasadena, and was born and raised in the wonderful community of Pasadena. (see partnership agreement 
on the next page). Dierdre and BenAssist are employee benefit specialists in Pasadena with a large focus on cannabis, 
and have been serving the cannabis industry for about five years now. Dierdre has also been serving on the California 
Cannabis Industry Association (CCIA) Insurance Committee for the last year. In addition, Dierdre serves on the 
Pasadena Chamber's Legislative Committee. Dierdre is a great fit for the Budberry team as she is equally as passionate 
about helping others, and deeply rooted in the Pasadena community. Further detail about Dierdre is included in the 
Experience section of this application. 

Dierdre will assist in coordinating creative volunteer and other charitable initiatives involving Pasadena 
organizations and community members. Dierdre's goal as a Budberry Community Relations Advisor is to keep a finger 
on the pulse in the community, and help administer organizational programs aimed at addressing the needs of 
Pasadena. Dierdre has also identified key organizations that Budberry will pursue partnerships with, and has plans for 
significant educational component for the youth of Pasadena. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

NON-BINDING LETTER OF INTENT SUMMARY TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

This Non-Binding Letter of Intent ("1.01") summarizes the principal terms and conditions intended to 

govern the proposed strategic collaboration and partnership as described herein. Upon mutual 
execution hereof, this LOI provides the commitment by the parties to enter into good faith negotiations 
to prepare and finalize all relevant documentation to substantiate the LOI. 

Key Deal Terms 

J&P Consulting, or a designated affiliate thereof ("Company" or "Budberry") and 
Parties Dierdre Kennedy, President of BenAssist Health Insurance ("DK"), collectively the 

"Parties". 

Scope of 
Proposed 

Partnership 

DK will advise the Budberry team as a Community Relations Advisor, in various areas 
related to the Pasadena, including: 

• Helping to coordinate creative volunteer programs. 

• Suggestions for Budberry's monetary and strategic collaboration 
contributions with local Pasadena charities. 

• Assisting Budberry's efforts to best align with community needs in order to 
implement Pasadena impact initiatives that effectively serve individuals and 
organizations throughout the city. 

All contemplated plans will be finalized in accordance with local and state 
regulations. 

The terms and conditions of the LOI, the discussions between DK, the Company and 
/ or their respective advisors and representatives relating to the LOI, the existence of 

Confidentiality the LOI and any information provided by one party to another in connection with 
the LOI constitute confidential information and shall be subject to the terms of the 
confidentiality agreement between the Company and DK. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have mutually accepted, agreed to, and entered into this LOI 
upon the date set forth below. 

BUDBERRY. _../ _______ 
DK: 40‘ 2 X 4 1(>1Le- --) By:   By:  

Date: January 41111.19 Date: January 31 , 2019 
Name: Jon Locarni Name: Dierdre Kennedy 
Role: CEO Role: President of BenAssist Health Insurance 
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Pasadena Suppliers: Budberry understands and values the importance of supporting small, local businesses, 
which also extends to our suppliers. As such, Budberry aims to dedicate at least 30% of its flower sourcing to cultivators 
within Pasadena, once the cultivators are fully functional and able to meet this capacity, and able to show testing results 
to prove safety and quality of product. In doing so, we are not only creating a craft element to products available in the 
Pasadena store, but are also keeping all of the local tax revenue within Pasadena through the supply chain from seed 
to sale. 

Community Outreach: Budberry will continuously improve the practices described in this application with any 
changes to cannabis laws or input received through its community outreach programs. Town-hall-style meetings will 
serve as the main forum through which community members may voice their concerns about Budberry's practices, 
including its environmental impact and neighborhood impact mitigation practices. Budberry will take detailed notes 
based on these discussions and keep community members notified of progress made on the integration of ideas first 
presented in these meetings. Budberry will provide law enforcement and all neighbors within 100 feet of the business 
with the name and phone number of an on-site community relations contact to notify if there are operational problems. 
Pasadena, Cal., Code §5.78.200 (a) (2018). Employees will also use input compiled from all other community 
interactions and present their findings to management. This process of input collection will ensure that the concerns of 
the Pasadena community are heard and continually integrated as part of company best practices. At previously 
managed establishments, Patrick proactively engaged with neighbors and provided a way for them to communicate 
with him personally. One particular example was when a neighbor reached out to Patrick to tell him the line outside his 
venue was crowding into the neighbor's business property. After receiving feedback, Patrick adjusted his operating 
procedures to accommodate and implement a solution for more higher foot traffic. This is a reflection of how Budberry 
intends to implement open communication and quick remediation to issues with current operating procedures. 

Noise Reduction: Another way that Budberry will further the City Council's goal to support and promote the quality 
of life and integrate into the community is through its plans to address concerns about noise emanating from its facility. 
Budberry will favor equipment that makes minimal noise in its facility and will utilize other sound-dampening 
technologies. Many of the security features Budberry will use in its facility (e.g. reinforced doors, windows, and walls) 
have the added bonus of being sound-dampening as well. Budberry will design the facility so that any loud equipment 
in continuous use (e.g. the air-filtration system described in the Odor Control portion of Section 3) is located inside the 
building, on the roof, or properly sound-proofed such that interior and exterior noise is not audible beyond the property 
line. Budberry will never cause noises that are an annoyance to reasonable persons of ordinary sensitivity, nor will it 
contribute to the unreasonable disturbance of any persons within the vicinity of its facility. All public events held by the 
Company will take place, with city permission, inside its facility during normal business hours. Budberry will update all 
noise reduction practices to maintain compliance with the law and address any further concerns expressed by the 
public. Budberry will take reasonable steps to correct excessive loud noise on the premises and adjacent area. Cal. 
Code Regs tit. 16, §§ 5808(a), (b)(2) (2019). 

To mitigate Budberry's patrons making excessive noise or in any other way inconveniencing our neighbors, we 
will post signs at locations that are clearly visible within the RCF. Additionally, these signs will be posted at both on-
and off-site parking areas requesting patrons to respect residents of adjacent residential neighborhoods by being quiet 
when leaving, and we will remind patrons of the existence of permit parking districts within the neighborhoods adjacent 
to the RCF. 

Community Events: In addition to Budberry's already proven intent to be personally involved in the community as 
owners and operators, Budberry will actively participate in a city led public outreach and educational program for youth 
organizations and educational institutions that outlines the risks of youth use of and addiction to cannabis, and that 
identifies resources available to youth related to drugs and drug addiction. Pasdaena, Cal., Code, § 5.78.200(c) (2018). 
Patrick Fogarty, President, is passionate and well-versed in these types of efforts. Patrick has volunteered extensively 
with St. Jude Children's Research Hospital and St. Vincent Home for Children. In 2016, Patrick co-founded the Young 
Professionals Committee for Gene Slay's Girls and Boys Club, and also currently volunteers for the Hollywood Boys 
and Girls Club. Patrick has been in contact with The Boys & Girls Club of Pasadena and intends to become involved 
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with the organization. 
By utilizing Patrick Fogarty's deep experience in planning and managing events, Budberry will maintain an active 

presence both at the Chamber and at Chamber-organized local events. Any potential cannabis events would be 
developed and performed in compliance with applicable law and regulations. Cal. Code Regs. tit. 16, § 5600 (2019). 

Jon and Patrick have already shown their eagerness in attending community events as mentioned above. Earlier 
this year, Jon and Patrick launched an annual community event, by which local community members and business 
owners formed teams to create "kindness kits," which involved assembling care packages for each team to give out to 
the homeless population throughout Los Angeles. These care packages contained pre-packaged meals and snacks, 
essential toiletries, socks, and more. This year, the participating teams fed over 120 homeless community members. 
Jon and Patrick are excited to leverage Budberry's community relationships and brand following to scale this event in 
years to come. With Dierdre's help, Budberry will identify additional community events to attend or host. 

Hiring Practices: Integrating into the community involves creating benefits for community members, and the 
simplest way to achieve this is to employ the local community. As part of its Community Engagement Plan, Budberry 
will undertake measures in its hiring strategies to seek out and provide employment opportunities to members of the 
Pasadena community. Budberry is committed to bettering the Pasadena community through fair and effective hiring 
practices in its retail cannabis facility, have researched best practices in this area deeply, and will comply with all 
Pasadena ordinances, Medicinal and Adult-Use Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act ("MAUCRSA") and California's 
Bureau of Cannabis Control ("the Bureau") regulations. Budberry's key executives bring significant hiring expertise to 
Budberry through actual work experience. General Manager, Tyler Stratford's direct cannabis industry hiring 
experience in six states (in both cannabis dispensary pre-opening and operating stages) will direct Budberry's hiring 
practices and efforts, ensuring high employee success, performance, and qualifications. Tyler will oversee all employee 
hiring and management, as well as revising policies and SOPs in line with changing California, municipality, and federal 
laws as necessary. Patrick has in-depth team building experience from personally recruiting & hiring hundreds of 
employees over his decade of hospitality management experience. Additionally, throughout many consulting 
engagements, Patrick gained tremendous exposure to other organizations' hiring practices and administrative 
processes. The Budberry team will also be able to leverage experience staffing Budberry's first store in West Hollywood 
to adapt accordingly prior to a Pasadena opening. We will leverage management's exposure and expertise to develop 
first-in-class hiring practices for Budberry. 

Employment Terms and Conditions: Employees will sign written acknowledgments of Budberry's employment 
terms and conditions. Budberry will require each employee to agree to a nondisclosure agreement. Employees will 
agree to not compromise any intellectual property of Budberry. All products and materials pertaining to cannabis or 
company activity while on the premises of the licensed facility will be the property of the company, including: strain 
information, plant material, packaging material, facility equipment, written work, photographs, and social media 
engagements. The state is an "employment-at-will" state, and as such, the company reserves the right to terminate the 
employment of any employee at any time and for any reason, so long as the reason does not violate state or federal 
law. When Budberry becomes an employer with 20 or more employees, it will provide the Bureau with a copy of the 
page of the labor peace agreement that contains the signatures of the union representative and the applicant, and prior 
to this will provide the Bureau with a notarized statement indicating that it will enter into and abide by the terms of such 
a labor peace agreement. Cal. Code Regs. tit. 16, §§ 5002(N)(23), 5023(b) (2019). All security personnel, either hired 
or contracted by Budberry, will comply with Chapters 11.4 and 11.5 of Division 3 of the Business and Professions 
Code. Cal. Code Regs. tit. 16, § 5045 (2019). 

Employee Records: The company will maintain all records relating to the hiring and training of employees. Cal. 
Code Regs. tit. 16, §§ 5037(a)-(d) (2019). Budberry will maintain the following information for every current and former 
employee: employee name, address, phone number and emergency contact information; identification number and job 
title; date of hire; date of separation from employment and the reason for the separation; training and disciplinary 
records; salary and wages paid; and, executive compensation, bonus, benefit, or item of value paid to any individual. 

Budberry will make all employment records available in hard copy or electronic form to the Bureau through its 
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investigators, agents, auditors, or the state police for inspection to determine compliance with state regulations. 
Budberry will employ a third party for record management if necessary, which will not relieve the company of its 
recordkeeping responsibilities to the Bureau. 

Notices of Equal Opportunity Employment: Budberry will give continuous notices of employment opportunities in 
a manner that promotes the participation of minorities, women, veterans, disabled persons, and state residents for the 
operation of the facility. Budberry will publish employment solicitations in a manner that reaches a diverse group of 
applicants, such as job postings in local newspapers, classifieds, and Budberry's age-restricted, publicly accessible 
website. Budberry will post notices of employment opportunities with the intention of attracting applicants from a wide 
spectrum of life experiences, incomes, races, cultures, genders, ages, and sexual orientations. Budberry will achieve 
this by advertising employment opportunities in different local newspapers, magazines, penny savers, and radio 
channels that cater to different demographics — all publications will need to prove that their readership has an adult-
majority readership. Advertisements may appear in multiple languages to attract prospective staff that may not use 
English as their first language. 

Alcohol-free and Drug-free Workplace: Budberry intends to help offer a safe and drug-free work environment for 
all employees and visitors of Budberry. Budberry will explicitly prohibit the use of and solicitation for cannabis, narcotics, 
illegal drugs, alcohol, or prescription medication without a prescription on company premises or while performing an 
assignment. Being impaired or under the influence of legal or illegal drugs or alcohol away from company premises, if 
such impairment or influence adversely affects the employee's work performance, the safety of the employee or of 
others, or damages Budberry's reputation, will result in immediate job termination. Budberry will prohibit the presence 
of any amount of prohibited substances in employees' urine while at work on the premises of the facility, or while on 
company business. Budberry may ask employees to submit to a drug and/or alcohol test at any time management feels 
that an employee may be under the influence of drugs or alcohol. Any company employee involved in an on-the-job 
accident or injury under circumstances that suggest the possible use or influence of drugs or alcohol in the accident or 
injury event may be asked to submit to a drug and/or alcohol test. 

Licensee Employee Badge Requirement: As a condition of employment, all Budberry staff, including executives, 
will complete a West Hollywood and California criminal background check and obtain an employee badge. Cal. Code 
Regs. tit. 16, §5043 (2019). The Bureau of Criminal Investigation ("BCI") is the state's central repository for criminal 
history information. A criminal history record check is much more detailed and accurate than a regular background 
check and will ensure that Budberry employees are qualified for their positions. Prospective staff will not receive an 
employee badge before the check is complete. 

Employee badges expire one year after issuance. To prevent interruption of possession of a valid employee badge, 
Budberry will renew staff's employee badges by submitting a complete renewal application no less than 45 calendar 
days before the expiration date of the exiting employee badge. Each employee badge will include the following 
information: lamination or plastic coating, Budberry's DBA and license number, employee's first name, exclusive 
employee number assigned only for identification purposes, and a color photograph of employee clearly showing full 
front of employee's face and measuring at least 1 inch in width and 1.5 inches in height. Budberry will require staff to 
always display employee badges on their person while on company premises and engaging in commercial cannabis 
activity. 

Compensation Package: The total compensation package Budberry will offer employees will provide competitive 
wages based on local living wages and industry wages as determined by state and local government agencies, 
performance bonuses and incentives, and other employee benefits such as mentorship, healthcare, paid time off 
("PTO"), overtime pay, and family leave. To determine an effective compensation package for employees, Budberry 
will research fair wages in the California cannabis industry and set salary levels and hourly pay rates based upon the 
information gathered. Wages and salaries will be reviewed annually, and once the company is successfully bringing in 
revenue, management will create an excellent employee benefits program that speaks to employee needs. 
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Hourly Wages: Budberry seeks to hire high quality talent and expects to do so utilizing a competitive compensation 
package for its valued and qualified employees. Budberry plans to pay its hourly employees above the minimum wage 
required by law and will adhere to what is considered a "living" wage in Pasadena. 

In addition to base pay, Budberry incorporates a bonus structure tied to employee performance metrics, 
contribution to company initiatives, and overall performance of the business. As a Budberry-specific employee benefit, 
the company will offer an incentive compensation plan or bonus plan for employees who demonstrate achievement in 
specific goals or help gain company recognition, precision, and revenue through excellent job performance. This plan 
will enhance employee satisfaction and encourage Budberry loyalty, improve company processes, help with 
implementation of new products or processes, and increase innovation and operational cost-savings. Budberry plans 
to offer annual performance bonuses based on employee reviews as well as percentage sales bonuses. Budberry will 
provide a path to attaining an additional hr for its hourly employees with bonuses, which would put employees 
above minimum and living wage rates. Budberry sees these wages as the minimum for its hourly employees with the 
potential for its highest performers to earn an additional hr, bringing total hourly compensation for starting staff 
to approximately /hr. Budberry feels that this is very competitive with, if not better than, other hourly opportunities 
in Pasadena. As previously described, we are committed to growing our employees from within, and strive to provide 
paths to promotion through successful attainment of goals and performance milestones. 

Budberry will offer the same hourly pay rates to its drivers as it does its in-store employees, with additional 
compensation that could be earned through our eco-friendly mileage reimbursement incentive. Offering a flat hourly 
structure across company departments will support a unified culture with company growth in mind, ultimately benefiting 
everyone. Additionally, this supports our intention to drive unified customer service across the retail and delivery 
experiences. Each team will have its own performance metrics with incentive benchmarks for additional compensation. 
Examples of metrics to be applied to delivery drivers include: quality of customer reviews and percentage of on-time 
deliveries, tracked through our delivery tracking system, and perfect records with delivery SOP's. Budberry will strive 
to identify new measures for perpetuating the highest standards of customer service as it is committed to delivering 
the ultimate in- and out-of-store experience. 

Employment Benefits: Every employee will agree to an individualized salary or hourly wage contract, and Budberry 
will employ full-time staff and part-time staff. The company will accommodate staff members' preferred work availability 
to the best of its ability, while ensuring that company functions flow smoothly and compliantly. Budberry's executives 
believe deeply that the company's responsibility is to take care of the people that take care of them. As such, Budberry 
employees will be provided with a predetermined amount of sick leave hours and paid time off ("PTO") as well as 
holidays, depending on the occupation. After a predetermined amount of tenure, Budberry employees will be available 
to enroll in employer-sponsored healthcare benefits such as dental, vision, health, and retirement plans. As this would 
be Budberry's second location, the company will be able to offer life insurance, 401(k) plans, tuition reimbursement, 
and other employee benefits. Budberry will work closely with Community Advisor, Dierdre Kennedy, who has 30 years 
of experience in employee benefit plans and health insurance in California, to implement a plan that best suits the 
company's employees. 

Company & Employee Growth: Budberry's executives prefer that job vacancies for advanced positions are filled 
by employees with previous experience within the company and will encourage a culture of workplace growth through 
mentorship programs and on-the-job training. Through these employee benefit policies, Budberry will promote a culture 
of loyalty. As Budberry develops brand recognition and the California retail cannabis program matures, Budberry will 
offer employees expanded benefit packages to include 401(k) plans, dental insurance, and enhanced family healthcare 
plans. 

Non-compensation Benefits: Budberry is aware that not all employees are motivated solely by compensation or 
bonus incentives, and will offer additional benefits such as a fully-stocked break room, employee mentorship and 
leadership training, mental and physical wellbeing memberships, and public travel passes, when possible. As 
previously mentioned, Budberry will encourage its staff to attend cannabis related seminars or trainings and will happily 
reimburse these opportunities for continuing education. Through Budberry's numerous partnerships within the 
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community, our employees will realize the benefit of these partnerships through agreed upon discount programs. Lastly, 
Budberry will promote a culture of team building and will host corporate events throughout the year for its employees 
(i.e. happy hours, lunches, dinners, team off-sites, etc.). 

In addition to these employee benefits, Budberry will choose an efficient and cost-effective small business payroll 
solution such as ADP, which will help the company streamline and establish its compensation packages, employee 
benefits, and payroll with one expense. 

SUB-SECTION 2C: PRODUCT OFFERINGS 
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Pages 67-69 Redacted 



SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT 

Introduction: For its cannabis retailer location, Budberry's founders envision a facility in the heart of the Central 
District of Pasadena. The exterior will be a brick fagade featuring large windows allowing for natural light and 
transparency, and the exposed-brick interior will be filled with a seasonal selection of locally grown, freshly picked red 
and orange roses, the official flower of Pasadena, complemented by a variety of other plants. The understated exposed 
brick will be punctuated by Budberry's brightly colored glass fixtures mixed with wooden-and-glass display tables. 

Budberry's mission is to provide a unique adult-use cannabis retail location unified with Pasadena's building and 
design guidelines that sells locally sourced and vetted name-brand cannabis products, including edibles, concentrates, 
accessories, apparel, and more. Budberry has designed its retail location with complementary materials and an 
overarching concept of core company values focused on quality, integrity, customer education, customer safety, 
providing a unique customer experience, and community involvement and integration. Budberry will be a safe and 
inclusive community destination for enjoying a positive cannabis purchasing experience while learning from highly 
knowledgeable and trustworthy staff in a chic, entertaining atmosphere unparalleled in Pasadena. Budberry will align 
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itself with investors, business partners, and customers to create a culture of confident, responsible Pasadena cannabis 
businesses and cannabis consumers. 

In order to design a uniquely Pasadena retail location, Budberry has incorporated the guiding principles of building 
design and land use that have created and preserved the historic yet visionary character of Pasadena's urban and 
architectural environment. These guiding principles originate from the Pasadena General Plan's Land Use Element, 
are further specified in its Citywide Design Principles, and are further articulated in the Central District Specific Plan's 
Design Guidelines. At every step, Budberry has compared these design principles and guidelines against the state and 
municipal regulations guiding cannabis retailers, always with the goal of combining compliance and aesthetic 
excellence in a harmonized and integrated building concept. As a community, Pasadena's origins trace back to the 
1875 founding of the San Gabriel Orange Grove Association. Orange growers thrived, driving the growth of a settlement 
at the intersection of Colorado and Fair Oaks Boulevards, in the heart of what is now the Central District. Budberry has 
targeted this exact area for its retail location. Colorado Boulevard serves as the "Main Street" of Pasadena where 
bustling commercial and retail activity give the street energy, liveliness, and prominence, and Budberry is excited to 
bring a new industry to this historic area. 

Pasadena's original downtown buildings date back to 1880's-1890's, a time when Old Pasadena was the social 
and economic center of town, and Pasadena began to take life. Despite the town's 19th century origination, these 
buildings appear as if they were built in the 1920's. The reasoning is because in the 20's, the City widened what was 
then known as Colorado Street. The construction required the fronts of all buildings on the street to be cut back to 
make room for the street that is now Colorado Blvd. The Victorian-style designs building were then remodeled to a 
Mediterranean or Art Deco design, which still represents many of the exteriors in Old Pasadena. 

Pasadena Heritage was part of the commercial revitalization of the original downtown, that was one of the most 
successful commercial revitalizations in the country. Budberry aims to remain sensitive to the fact that there are 
stakeholders in the historic design of Old Pasadena. In developing our design to respond to the historical design, look, 
and feel of the historic buildings in Old Pasadena, we will follow the specific design guidelines for Old Pasadena, and 
expect to consult with Pasadena Heritage in which Budberry is a member, Old Pasadena Management District, and 
City Staff. 

Specifically, Budberry designed its retail location to be contextually modern, meaning that it honors the historical 
context of its surrounding environment, whilst simultaneously presenting refreshing, new aesthetic elements. 
Acknowledging the cultural history and surrounding character of its setting, Budberry will never attempt to mimic 
historical styles in a way that appears anachronistic. According to Pasadena's Citywide Design Principles, "the hallmark 
of design excellence is to create places of enduring quality that are uniquely fit to their time and place." In other words, 
Budberry will avoid nostalgic misrepresentation, choosing instead a creative design that balances the historic with the 
modern. In service of this concept, Budberry's facility will be a marriage of a classic brick facade with a modern 
showroom for its locally made cannabis products, which are themselves uniquely fit for the current time and place in 
California's history. By designing a building that complements its setting in the Pasadena Central District, Budberry will 
enhance the community's unique character and special qualities while simultaneously creating a space that is 
community oriented and comfortable to use. 

Below are Budberry's exterior and interior design concepts, a description of how the design integrates with the 
City of Pasadena, security integration measures, an odor control plan, and a description of the extraordinary, pioneering 
design team that will make Budberry's visionary plan a reality. All exterior and interior building features and construction 
will comply with the Pasadena Municipal Code, including electrical, plumbing, mechanical, residential, Green Building, 
seismic strengthening, zoning, and historical building codes. With the help of JPS Designs + Build's ("JPS") Angela 
Guidi, the Budberry executive team has completed a detailed design concept and build-out plan that will satisfy all 
Pasadena, State of California, and Bureau of Cannabis Control ("Bureau") laws and requirements while maintaining a 
friendly, educational, inclusive, and stylish edge over competing cannabis retail locations. Budberry has also engaged 
local Pasadena architects, artists, interior designers, and florists to create an interior design experience unique to 
Pasadena. In keeping with the Pasadena General Plan's Land Use Element's guiding principles, Budberry's retail 
location will serve Pasadena's community needs and result in a higher quality of life for Pasadena residents by keeping 
Pasadena an economically vital city, providing jobs, services, revenues, and opportunities for residents. Further, the 
recreational, social, cultural, and educational elements of its retail location will help to ensure that Pasadena remain a 
cultural, corporate, and education center for the region. 
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SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT — EXTERIOR DESIGN CONCEPT 

Exterior Design Concept: Through the operation of its retail location, Budberry will support the Central District's vision 
of functioning as the City of Pasadena's vibrant urban core, providing a diversity of economic and cultural opportunities. 
Budberry's high-end cannabis retail facility will fit perfectly with the Central District's vision of providing its residents 
with a conveniently accessed place to work, shop, and learn. Budberry's customers will enjoy a unique retail location 
with a beautiful, classic-yet-modern aesthetic built on the themes of: history, progress, color, floral, energy, brightness, 
and liveliness. These themes will come together to create an energizing atmosphere that is safe, educational, 
community-based, and healthy—bringing elegance, beauty, and comfort to the Central District's boutique business 
environment. In addition to creating a boutique showroom on the interior, Budberry will enhance the exterior of the 
building using a combination of high-quality building materials (such as brick and large windows made of ballistic glass) 
punctuated by lush, bright roses and greenery. As demonstrated in its Financial Plan, Budberry will invest heavily into 
the building itself, with  allocated toward Leasehold Improvements and  allocated toward Furniture 
Fixtures and Equipment ("FF&E"), totaling  of investment into the building, not including rent. Budberry will 
spare no expense in its efforts to improve the exterior of the building and create a fagade that is befitting of the beautiful 
retail space within. Further details of the Leasehold Improvements and FF&E can be found in the Design Concept 
Integration section below. 

In planning its Pasadena location, Budberry has considered the Central District's Seven Guiding Principles. 
Budberry's physical location and business operations will: 

■ Be targeted to serve community needs and enhance the quality of life; 
■ Harmonize to preserve Pasadena's historic character and environment; 
■ Promote economic vitality by providing jobs, services, revenues, and opportunities; 
■ Support a healthy family community in Pasadena; 
■ Be located such that it is accessible without cars; 
■ Establish the Central District as a regional cultural, corporate, and educational center for cannabis 

businesses; and, 
■ Promote community participation as part of achieving a greater City. 

Both the Citywide Design Principles and the Central District's Design Guidelines place a large emphasis on 
contextual fit, meaning that a building should fit with its surroundings. In the case of Budberry, "context" refers to several 
things: the surrounding architecture, the surrounding community, and Pasadena's rich history, as evidenced by the 
architectural style and materials chosen for Budberry's building. Below, Budberry's architecture, landscaping, signage, 
lighting, welcoming entry experience, relationship to streets and sidewalks, roofscape, parking, and sense of security 
are described in detail. 

Architecture:  Budberry has designed every element of its retail location to reflect the best of the City's architectural 
traditions. Pasadena is known for its world-renowned architecture and natural beauty, offering uninterrupted views of 
both built and natural features. Some of the marvels of Pasadena's architecture include: the campuses of Caltech, the 
Art Center College of Design, and NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory; the Norton Simon Museum, Huntington Library 
and Museum, City Hall, the Central Library, and the Civic Auditorium; the Pasadena Playhouse; and, of course, the 
Rose Bowl Stadium. The City has preserved its uniquely strong and identifiable character by respecting the long 
traditional of land use and development stretching back to the 1880s. The Central District still contains a variety of 
historical buildings, and Budberry will fit in with the historic context of the surrounding area without ever attempting to 
recreate the historic look in an anachronistic fashion. 

Budberry will incorporate Pasadena's architectural style into all of its retail location architectural elements for 
modern, open, functional buildings that support a city where people can circulate without cars. This style will incorporate 
greenery inside and out and will capture Pasadena's timeless and characteristic aesthetic. Budberry's physical 
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construction and architectural attributes will be carefully and thoughtfully integrated into its brand image for long-term 
success in Pasadena. Budberry's exemplary design team has designed and will renovate the retail location. 

Indirect but bright lighting and exterior natural color and materials, specifically brick, will comfort customers while 
red and orange rose decorations will give the location a Pasadena feel — blending in with community businesses and 
residences. The soothing color palette will be punctuated with colored glass, a hallmark of Budberry's brand. Colored 
glass windows and skylights will allow natural light to enter the space. Budberry will never display cannabis products 
in any of its windows. 

As a long-term addition to Pasadena's urban environment, the exterior of Budberry's facility will exhibit 
permanence and quality appropriate to its urban setting through the use of especially durable and high-quality 
materials, such as brick, at the street level. The materials, colors, and details used for the exterior of the building will 
serve to unify its appearance, and Budberry will intentionally limit the number of materials and colors used on the 
exterior of its building so as to create visual simplicity and harmony, two hallmarks of Central District architecture. 
Budberry will not confuse simplicity with a lack of rich visual details, however, ensuring that its façade sets the stage 
for an active street environment and provides a human dimension to its building. This rich fagade will prevent 
uninterrupted blank wall surfaces along the building, and fenestration will unify the building's street wall and add 
considerably to its three-dimensional quality. As described in more detail below, Budberry will only use intense color 
as an accent to visually distinguish the entrance to its retail location as part of a carefully executed and balanced color 
scheme. Style and function will be a signature of Budberry's facility, which will include both comforting and modern 
elements. 

Landscaping:  Budberry's landscape design will reinforce the overall design concept as two parts of an integrated 
whole, meaning that landscaping will be planned as an integral part of the overall project design and not simply be 
located in excess space. Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §17.44.070 (A)(1). If feasible given its location, Budberry's 
exterior will include drought-resistant native plants, stones, pebbles, and sand. The landscape will integrate well with 
surrounding buildings, residences, sidewalks, streets, parking, retail location store-fronts, and existing signage and 
landscaping present prior to construction, with consideration given primarily to pedestrian access to sidewalks and 
structures. Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §17.44.070 (A)(2). If possible, given the constraints of the parcel on which 
the facility is located, the landscaped area will not be less than five feet wide. Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code 
§17.44.070 (A)(3). Budberry will use an appropriate mix of plant sizes and materials with an emphasis on drought-
tolerant and native species. Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §17.44.070 (B)(1, 2). In order to maintain its landscape 
features, Budberry will regularly fertilize, clear the area of debris and weeds, monitor for pests and disease, mow, 
prune, remove and replace dead or dying plants, spray, treat for disease or injury, water, repair and replace irrigation 
systems and integrated architectural features, and any other similar acts which promote growth, health, beauty, and 
the life of plants, shrubs, trees, or turf. Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §17.44.080 (B). At this time, Budberry does 
not anticipate planting trees at its retail location; if it ever does so, it will comply with all Pasadena municipal 
requirements for tree planting, including performance standards, requirements for size at the time of planting, and 
requirements for staking/guying trees. 

Signage:  Budberry believes that the power of its brand comes from the high quality of its products, the unique and 
educational customer experience it provides, and the beautiful aesthetic of its building and sales floor. These features, 
not obtrusive signage, will attract adult customers to Budberry's retail location. In keeping with its understated façade, 
and after careful study of all relevant sign requirements in Chapter 17.48 of the Pasadena Municipal Code, Budberry 
has chosen not to place signage on its building, as shown in Budberry's exterior renderings. Nonetheless, Budberry 
will visibly post on all entrances to its business a clear and legible notice indicating that smoking, ingesting, or otherwise 
consuming cannabis on the premises or in the areas adjacent to the commercial cannabis business is prohibited. 
Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §5.78.170 (F)(4). Further signage posted on all entrances will indicate that no persons 
under 21 years of age will be allowed on the premises unless the person is at least 18 years of age and has a valid 
physician's recommendation for medicinal cannabis. Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §5.78.170 (G)(1). 

If Budberry does choose to adopt signage in the future, or if the city of Pasadena requires Budberry to adopt 
signage for any reason, Budberry is prepared to conform to all requirements of the Pasadena Municipal Code, 
including, but not limited to, issuance of a City of Pasadena sign permit. Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §5.78.170 
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(F)(1). In addition to the general signage requirements that all businesses in Pasadena must comply with, Budberry 
will ensure that any sign it installs does not obstruct any entrance or exit to the building or any window, nor will the sign 
be directly illuminated, either internally or externally. Further, Budberry will never use banners, flags, or other prohibited 
signs. Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §5.78.170 (F)(3,5). If adopted, business identification signage will be limited to 
that which is needed for identification only and will not contain any logos or information that identifies, advertises, or 
lists the services or the products offered. Budberry will never advertise by having a person holding a sign and 
advertising the business to passersby, whether such person is on the Budberry premises or elsewhere including, but 
not limited to, the public right-of-way. Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §5.78.170 (F)(2). From a design perspective, 
Budberry will integrate any adopted signage to be harmonious with the existing, surrounding signage. For example, if 
the location is inside a multi-tenant commercial building, Budberry will use consistent and complementary signage to 
other tenants. 

Lighting:  Budberry envisions a brightly lit entrance area and retail sales floor that, during the day, are largely 
illuminated by natural light coming from both windows at the street level and skylights above. While natural light will be 
utilized for its aesthetic beauty and environmental considerations, it will never be chosen over security concerns; for 
example, any skylights will be constructed in such a way that they are impossible for a person to fit through, and any 
windows at the street level will be constructed of suitable materials to prevent unauthorized access into the facility. 

Budberry's architecture will integrate lighting and provide high visibility for aesthetic purposes, helping to define 
the character of the physical features of the building itself, and to provide illumination for the security and safety of its 
surrounding community, customers, employees, products, and building. From a security perspective, lighting will be 
sufficient for Budberry's security cameras to record faces with a high level of clarity, but will not be overly bright. As 
part of Budberry's commitment to environmentalism, its lighting will be energy efficient, such as LED lighting. Further, 
its lighting will be shielded or recessed so that direct glare and reflections are confined to the maximum extent feasible 
within the boundaries of the site, and Budberry will avoid exterior up-lighting by directing its lighting downward and 
away from adjoining properties and public rights-of-way. Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §17.40.080 (A). Budberry 
will limit the intensity of its lighting to ensure that it is not a nuisance to its community; instead, understated but sufficient 
lighting will be achieved through the use of a greater number of softer light sources rather than a smaller number of 
very bright lights. Budberry's lights will never blink or flash, and, working with the Zoning Administrator, Budberry will 
ensure that its light is not of unusually high intensity or brightness. Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §17.40.080 (B). 
Further, the lighting fixtures themselves will be appropriate in scale, intensity, and height given their use. Pasadena, 
Cal., Municipal Code §17.40.080 (C). Budberry will provide emphasis on landscaping and architecture by hiding lighting 
fixtures whenever possible, giving pedestrians a sense of welcoming. 

Welcoming Entry Experience: Budberry is committed to providing a welcoming experience for its customers, and 
understands that its main lobby entrance serves a unique purpose that will be accentuated by the entrance and lobby 
design in order to provide comfort and ease of access for customers searching for Budberry's retail location. 
Specifically, the main entry to the retail location will accentuate and emphasize the point of arrival through the use of 
decorative detailing, change of materials, a greater concentration of ornamentation, and architectural features above 
the entries, adding character, identity, and interest along the street. Budberry has engaged local Pasadena resident 
Sergio Osorio of Bear Island Paintings to help develop a highly crafted, artistically rich entrance to its retail location. 
The entryway will be welcoming and speak to the unique, community-oriented, and educational experience within. 

According to the City of Pasadena Commercial Cannabis Application Process Q&A Part 2, "The retail sales floor 
is not required or encouraged to be discrete or screened from public view." In this spirit, Budberry has designed its 
facade with large, fully secured windows that will allow potential customers to view the entry area into its high quality, 
boutique showroom. Budberry understands that generous windows at its ground floor will provide those inside the 
building with visibility into what is happening on the street outside and will provide passerby with an awareness of the 
activity inside. Inside the entry area, colored and slightly opaque glass will provide visibility into the retail area itself, 
while ensuring that no cannabis or cannabis products or graphics depicting cannabis or cannabis products are visible 
from the exterior of Budberry's premises. Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §5.78.170 (B). The glass will not be 
reflective, opaque, or highly tinted, as transparency promotes adult, pedestrian-oriented use of the Budberry retail 
location. If possible, windows will be recessed in order to create shadow lines and suggest solidity. 
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While the entry to the Budberry retail location will be welcoming and warm, the true customer experience will begin 
once patrons enter the retail area itself. Interior details of the facility are included in the Design Concept Integration 
section below. Integrating architecture, landscaping, and lighting, with an entry experience based on élan, Budberry's 
retail location will follow all Bureau and Pasadena regulations to create an exemplary cannabis retail and educational 
facility. 

Relationship to Streets & Sidewalks:  Budberry will orient the building fagade and entries to directly face the major 
street frontage, and the entryway will provide a well-marked, articulated building entrance oriented to streets and public 
space. If possible, Budberry will place the main building entrance at a street corner. 

The location will also integrate with streets and sidewalks, providing easy access for disabled persons, in keeping 
with Budberry's commitment to assist this population to the maximum extent possible, as guided by the Americans with 
Disabilities Act ("ADA"). Cal. Code Regs. tit. 24. If setbacks are not required at its particular location, Budberry will front 
directly along the street to encourage the Central District's pedestrian-oriented character and to preserve the visual 
continuity of the street wall. As Budberry's building will be integrated with other existing businesses, Budberry will 
respond to the regulating lines and rhythms of adjacent buildings that also support a street-oriented environment, such 
as cornice lines, belt lines, doors, and windows, in order to promote contextual harmony, solidify the relationship 
between new and old buildings, and lead the eye down the street. 

The building and grounds will include broad walkways and avoid narrow passages. The parking area, preferably 
an alley or parking lot close or adjacent to the building, will also be ADA compliant. The retail location will be situated 
carefully with respect to specific property lines, sidewalks, and streets to prevent neighborhood flow disruption. 

Roofscape: Any rooftop equipment, such as air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, duct work, heating, 
plumbing lines, and satellite receiving antennas, will be screened or located out of view from public rights-of-way (not 
including freeways). Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §17.40.150 (A). Budberry intends to use materials such as 
standing seam metal, corrugated metal, or plaster-coated panels for its screening rather than perforated panels. If 
perforated panels are used for any reason, the panels will have evenly distributed openings or perforations not 
exceeding 50% of surface area. Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §17.40.150 (C). Further, Budberry will give 
consideration to potential views of the rooftop from adjacent buildings by grouping its equipment toward the rear of the 
building and using screening material and color that enhance the building's interest and appearance. 

Parking:  One of the main advantages to being located in the heart of the Central District is that Budberry's 
customers will have easy access to its retail location through the area's currently existing infrastructure, including its 
walkability, the availability of public transportation, and the availability of nearby parking. Parking directly in front of the 
building will be avoided to allow for a more walkable Central District. If Budberry does determine the need to maintain 
its own parking lot, it will follow all Central District Additional Standards for Parking provided in Pasadena, Cal., 
Municipal Code §17.46.250. Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §17.50.066 (D)(9). Specifically, any parking lot that 
Budberry maintains will: 

■ Not be located between a public street and its retail facility; 
■ Be located to the rear of structures in relation to the street, unless, through the Design Review process, 

the parking is determined to be best located to the side of the retail facility; and, 
■ Never serve as the main use of land located on a corner lot. Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §17.46.250 

(C)(1-3). 

Any potential parking area will minimize obscuring the building or landscaping and prevent blockage of storm water 
flow in severe weather. Parking will not block fire department or other emergency vehicle and personnel access to the 
facility and will align with neighboring businesses and residences. Budberry will give preference to hidden parking 
structures, lots, side streets, and areas not readily visible from the street. Parking areas will be brightly lit for security 
purposes and all lighting of Budberry parking areas will comply with Outdoor Parking Area Lighting regulations provided 
in Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §17.46.220. Specifically, Budberry's parking lighting fixtures will never exceed 18 
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feet in height and will not exceed average illumination at ground level of three foot candles. Pasadena, Cal., Municipal 
Code §17.46.250 (A);(D)(2). 

Sense of Security:  Budberry takes the security of its patrons, visitors, vendors, employees, and the community 
seriously, as evidenced by Section 4: Security Plan. Budberry understands that there is a delicate balance involved in 
integrating security elements into the facility and landscape such that they are not overly noticed by patrons, but evident 
to potential criminals. As described below in the Integration of Security Measures section, Budberry will take advantage 
of natural surveillance, natural access control, and security systems that are well-integrated into the facility design to 
ensure its customers and neighbors feel a strong sense of security without directly noticing Budberry's security features. 
This understated sense of security will be punctuated and emphasized by at least Security Guards that Budberry will 
train specifically to be customer-service oriented and sensitive to the community:  

. Security personnel licensed by the State of California Bureau of 
Security and Investigative Services will be on-site 24 hours a day, unless alternative security is authorized by the city 
manager or his/her designee. Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §5.78.160 (A)(9). Posted signage concerning 
identification and emergency procedures, as well as friendly, attentive Sales Associates and personnel will ensure that 
all reasonable security efforts have been made. As described above, proper lighting will also serve to enhance the 
customers' sense of security. 

SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT— DESIGN CONCEPT INTEGRATION 

Design Concept Integration:  In the above section, Budberry has described the exterior of its building and the way in 
which it preserves the City of Pasadena's architectural traditions and the particular context of its Central District setting 
from the perspective of both its physical components and its holistic élan. In the below section, Budberry will describe 
in-depth the connection between its exterior and interior spaces and the way in which these spaces represent the spirit 
of the City of Pasadena as a whole. 

Budberry's design concept and cannabis business idea is as classic and timeless as Pasadena itself. The retail 
location will be focused on Pasadena's rich history, beauty, urbanity, and functionality. Budberry will emphasize its 
floral and natural design themes, with a bright, open atmosphere set against a classic exposed brick interior. Greenery 
and natural light entering through windows and skylights will be the daytime focus, and ambient light will permeate the 
retail floor after sundown. The retail floor will feature glass and wood display tables, tablet ordering stations, beautifully 
decorated shelving, and a selection of refrigerated goods. Friendly, knowledgeable Sales Associates will educate and 
guide customers through their product selection. 

Budberry has engaged local Pasadena architects, interior designers, painters, and florists to create an interior 
design experience unique to Pasadena. Budberry's retail location will include local artwork, floral arrangements, and 
interior architectural design elements that make the space unique, educational, and community based. Budberry has 
engaged Onyx Architects, a local architecture firm recommended by both the Chamber of Commerce and Pasadena 
Heritage, to ensure its interior design stays true to the spirit of Pasadena. The interior design and decor of the retail 
location facility will incorporate the work of D L English, a Pasadena-based, award-winning interior design firm that 
specializes in retail spaces. Budberry will engage Pasadena resident Sergio Osorio of Bear Island Paintings for all of 
its interior decorative painting needs. As Budberry plans to utilize many green plants and floral decorations throughout 
its venue, Budberry will procure flora locally through Duran's Flowers, a Pasadena-based flower shop known for its 
unique approach to creating the latest design trends in the flower industry. The retail location will feature an elegant, 
clean, professional interior design that facilitates effortless motion within the retail floor and allows for communication 
between facility patrons and Sales Associates. Customers will have the opportunity to pass by all products before 
making a purchase, exposing them to the full variety of products Budberry will offer. The open interior layout will afford 
the customer all of the possibilities of the space in one sweeping glance. Architecture, layout, fixtures, displays, and 
interior lighting will add to the welcoming Pasadena nature of the establishment. 

Pasadena Heritage, mentioned above, will also play a significant part in connecting Budberry's design 
concepts with the spirit of Pasadena. Pasadena Heritage was incorporated in 1977 as a 501(c)(3) non-profit historic 
preservation organization and is currently the second largest preservation organization in the state of California. Their 
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programs directly benefit the City of Pasadena and attract a broad regional audience. Pasadena Heritage holds more 
than 80 historic preservation easements (the largest easement program west of the Mississippi), and has a revolving 
Preservation Fund to assist with hands-on preservation projects. In fact, Pasadena Heritage was a major part of the 
Old Pasadena revitalization in the 1980s and 1990s, one of the most successful commercial revitalizations in the 
country, as well as the preservation of the Colorado Street Bridge. In developing its final building design, Budberry 
expects to consult with Pasadena Heritage, leveraging their knowledge of Pasadena's history and spirit as well as their 
connections to the City to help Budberry work directly with Old Pasadena Management District and other City officials 
to ensure its storefront fits property into its context. 

Architecture:  The interior architecture of Budberry's facility will be complementary to the exterior architecture of 
the facility by utilizing matching materials, design patterns, floral displays, color schemes, and an overall pleasing 
aesthetic. The use of exposed-brick and matching red and orange roses will provide a seamless transition from the 
exterior to the interior. In addition, the architecture of the retail location will provide a welcoming and inviting community 
space, with products prominently displayed in oak-and-glass cases and an open floorplan. As shown in Budberry's 
renderings, high-quality building materials are the foundation of its interior architecture. To create a holistic interior 
design concept, Budberry will incorporate: polished concrete floors; walls of exposed brick punctuated by porcelain tile 
and geode concrete tile for visual complexity; and, herringbone oak fixtures topped with Carrera marble from Tuscany 
with natural hues of white and blue-grey. The entire area will be tied together using natural light from windows and 
skylights throughout the retail store. Budberry has allocated  for investment into the building through 
Leasehold Improvements and FF&E. For example, Budberry has allocated  for display cases,  for 
flooring, and  for ceiling finishes, ensuring that its retail facility incorporates only the highest quality materials. 

Layout:  Inside the facility, after the identification checkpoint, Budberry will decorate its retail location in a warm, 
inviting-yet-educational style. The soft hues will be punctuated by Budberry's brightly colored glass mixed with exposed 
brick to give customers the sense of entering an open, well-lit, natural space that welcomes them into the retail area. 
Sales Associates will be open and friendly, engaging customers in light conversation and guiding them in purchases 
and an understanding of local and state regulations. The entrances into the retail area will be locked at all times with 
entry strictly controlled using a "buzz-in" electronic/mechanical entry system to limit access and entry to the retail area, 
separating it from the reception/lobby area. Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §17.50.066 (D)(6)(c). Just inside the 
entrance, properly identified patrons will walk directly onto the sales floor with a variety of touch screens, wall displays, 
and display tables showing the various products available at Budberry's retail location. The sleek, modern, brightly 
colored retail floor will be filled with a diverse selection of the best cannabis products on the market, including 
proprietary Budberry edible products produced onsite at Budberry's West Hollywood location by world-renowned 
cannabis chef Jeff Danzer, more popularly known as Jeff the 420 Chef. These proprietary products include high-end 
culinary creations like sumptuous canna-apple roses, sure to be popular in Pasadena, the City of Roses. 

Fixtures and Displays:  The fixtures, furniture, and art of a business speak as much to its essence as architecture 
and landscaping. JPS, Onyx Architects, and D L English will work together to tie retail location lighting, fixtures, and 
displays together using color palettes, natural materials and combinations of materials, and Pasadena elegance and 
urbanity. Wooden display cabinets will feature clear glass on all sides for the best product visibility for customers. Bright 
(but not overpowering) lighting and natural light will ensure all products are viewable by customers prior to and following 
specific selections and purchases. Artistic shelving will be functional and decorative, holding both cannabis products, 
vegetation, and flowers. The retail location will give the impression of a natural space by bringing natural elements 
inside. Native southern California plants will grow out of facility walls to increase this effect. 

Lighting:  High-level glass elements will direct natural light from obscured or colored glass panels onto display 
cabinets and shelving. During daylight hours, minimal additional lighting will be used due to the abundance of natural 
light emanating from skylights and windows throughout the facility. Lighting will serve to spotlight products by directing 
light toward display tables, emphasizing the high-quality products that are central to the Budberry experience. For 
environmental and energy-saving purposes, Budberry will utilize LED lighting inside its facility where feasible. 
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SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT — INTEGRATION OF SECURITY MEASURES 

SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT —AIR QUALITY/ODOR CONTROL 

Air Quality/Odor Control: The purpose of Budberry's odor control plan is to ensure that its neighbors are never 
subjected to the smell of cannabis, and that equipment and products that may produce such odors are undetectable to 
its neighbors. Budberry will incorporate odor control devices and techniques to ensure that odors from cannabis are 
not detectable off-site, and will provide a sufficient odor absorbing ventilation and exhaust system acceptable to the 
City so that odor generated inside Budberry that is distinctive to its operation is not detected outside of the business, 
anywhere on adjacent property or public rights-of-way, on or about any exterior or interior common area walkways, 
hallways, breezeways, foyers, lobby areas, or any other areas available for use by common tenants or the visiting 
public, or within any other unit located inside the same building as Budberry. Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §5.78.170 
(H). 

Budberry's odor control plan will include a tri-phase carbon filter-based odor reduction system, a negative air 
pressure exhaust system, and ONA Gel odor-absorbing canisters. Budberry will organize its facility into a series of 
separate, properly insulated and sealed areas including public entrance areas, limited access retail areas, employee-
only areas, storage areas, and order fulfillment areas. Each area will feature a predetermined number of standard air 
filters and carbon filters to circulate and scrub the air every 15 minutes based on the volume of air contained in that 
area. The Store Manager will replace filters per manufacturer's specifications and integrate them into a negative air 
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pressure exhaust system. Exhaust will pass through activated carbon filters before entering a sealed ducting system; 
air will then be transferred to a centralized air bank with a second set of carbon filters installed in-line. Exhaust will be 
filtered a third time through a series of activated carbon filtration screens before exiting the building through a discrete 
stack system. Budberry will seal and insulate each room to limit air intake and maintain negative pressure and place 
ONA Gel odor-absorbing canisters throughout to further minimize odor. Budberry's principals are confident these 
measures will eliminate any odor originating from its facility, but are prepared to take additional measures based on 
input from community members, police, or city official input. 

Carbon Filter System:  The primary component of Budberry's odor control plan is carbon filters using activated 
carbon to trap and remove odors and other particles from the air, leaving it clean and odor-free. Budberry has identified 
carbon filter vendors, including Phresh Carbon Filters' air exchange system, intended to satisfy Pasadena's odor control 
requirements to utilize an exhaust air filtration system with odor control that prevents internal odors from being emitted 
externally. Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §5.78.170 (H)(1). Budberry will install these filters in the building's 
ventilation system at intake, in-line, and at exhaust for complete tri-phase filtration. Employees will replace filters 
according to manufacturer's specifications to consistently maintain odor control. Budberry will calculate the number of 
air machines necessary to turn over all air within the facility every 15 minutes at an optimal rate for the installed carbon 
filters to effectively remove all odor. The air machines also contain supplemental air filters, which Budberry staff will 
replace according to manufacturer's specifications. 

Negative Air Pressure System:  Budberry will augment the retail location ventilation system to create negative air 
pressure throughout the facility by installing in-line air scrubbers to ventilation ducting. The air system will create 
negative air pressure between the building's interior and exterior so that the odors generated inside the business are 
not detectable on the outside. Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §5.78.170 (H)(2). Negative air pressure within the facility 
means that outside air will flow in, so any remaining odors cannot escape. Budberry has identified several vendors to 
meet the needs of the plan including Aeroclean 2000 "ECONO" air machines to create negative air pressure within the 
building. 

ONA Gel Canisters: Budberry will place ONA Gel odor-absorbing canisters throughout the building, which use 
specialized formulations to effectively remove odors from the air through chemical and structural means using terpenes. 
ONA Gel compounds bind to air odor molecules and change their chemical composition to neutralize the smell; they 
also bind to odor molecules without changing their composition but in a way that removes them from the air. This will 
ensure that areas further away from air intakes or with minimal ventilation are still without odor. ONA Gel Canisters will 
not be noticeable and will be integrated into the interior aesthetic. 

Odor Management Plan: Along with the submission of a public health permit application, Budberry will submit an 
odor management plan that describes sufficient processes that will prevent odors from the cannabis facility from being 
detected by a person outside of the facility. Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §8.11.060 (A). This plan will be built upon 
the principals described above, namely the use of carbon filtration, negative air pressure, and odor-absorbing gels to 
control odors, and will include a detailed description of Budberry's ventilation system, including, but not limited to, how 
the ventilation systems prevent odor from escaping the facility and how to mitigate the noxious fumes or gases. 
Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §8.11.060 (B). Upon the award of a license, Budberry will implement and maintain its 
odor management plan, which is based on industry-specific best control technologies and best management practices. 
Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §8.11.060 (C). Further, Budberry will maintain, and provide to the Pasadena Public 
Health Department Environmental Health Services Division ("Department") upon request, all records relating to odor 
management, including, but not limited to, system installation, maintenance, any equipment malfunctions, and 
deviations from odor management plan; if an inspection reveals that the existing odor management plan does not 
effectively mitigate odors emanating from Budberry's facility, Budberry will submit a modified odor management plan 
within a reasonable amount of time, as determined by the Department. Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §8.11.060 (F, 
G). Finally, if Budberry makes any modification to its facility or facility operation that has the potential to impact the 
nature or degree of odor, or affects the control of odor, Budberry will update its odor management plan within 30 days 
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of facility modification and submit the updated plan to the Department accordingly. Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code 
§8.11.060 (H). 

If the Bureau or the City of Pasadena believe the measures described above to be insufficient or non-compliant 
with local or state ordinances, Budberry will amend and enhance its odor mitigation plan to properly satisfy regulations, 
the Bureau, and its host community. Budberry will actively solicit feedback from neighboring businesses related to the 
effectiveness of its odor management plan and will maintain records of any odor complaints it may receive and the 
corrective actions Budberry takes in response. Pasadena, Cal., Municipal Code §8.11.060 (E). 

Neighborhood & Design Conclusion:  Budberry's founders have carefully considered the design plan for an elegant, 
educational, and welcoming Pasadena retail location, integrating the municipal and state laws, including Bureau 
regulations with architecture, landscaping, security, and interior design elements articulated in the Pasadena General 
Plan's Land Use Element, Citywide Design Principles, and the Central District Specific Plan's Design Guidelines. The 
safety of its staff, customers, and neighbors is Budberry's primary concern, and it will therefore integrate the security 
features within the architecture and landscape of the facility. The resulting retail location facility will integrate seamlessly 
into its urban context while establishing distinctive characteristics to help normalize cannabis safely for the community. 
Budberry's founders have a vision that their team is committed to bringing to life - creating a customer-focused retail 
location in the heart of Pasadena's Central Districts with a beautiful design of exposed brick and roses punctuated by 
Budberry's brightly colored brand. To achieve this vision, Budberry has organized a team of local, Pasadena-based 
architects, designers, artists, and community partners to create a one-of-a-kind facility that will make Pasadena proud. 

Budberry will further support quality of life and embody Pasadena's core value of accountability through the 
integration of a variety of practices in order to mitigate any impact its adult use retail cannabis facility ("RCF") may have 
on the community of Pasadena and the environment at large. These practices address: facility design; noise and waste 
reduction; resource sustainability; water and energy usage; and, HVAC systems. Budberry will revise these and other 
practices with any changes to cannabis laws and community suggestions in order to further mitigate any impact. 

Energy Efficiency and Resource Sustainability: Budberry takes energy efficiency and resource sustainability 
seriously and will design its facility and accompanying standard operating procedures ("SOPs") to integrate green 
construction designs and business practices so as to mitigate its environmental impact across all areas. The facility 
will feature sustainable designs and practices related to: overall facility design and construction; energy usage; waste 
generation; water consumption; lighting technology; and, HVAC systems. 

Facility Design: Budberry will draw on Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design ("LEED") practices to design 
the facility in an environmentally conscious manner. These practices involve offsetting some of the electricity costs 
with renewable energy and using automated technology to regulate workspace lights, plumbing, and air exchange. To 
achieve this goal, Budberry will seek to uphold LEED standards as it relates to: site design; water efficiency; energy 
and atmosphere; materials and resources; indoor environmental quality; and innovation. Regarding facility 
construction, Budberry will hire local contractors to complete all retrofitting necessary for the proposed RCF using 
locally sourced/sustainable materials. As part of this process, Budberry will install low-emissivity glass windows, 
motion-sensitive light switches, and energy-efficient lights. Throughout the construction process, Budberry will prevent 
or minimize damage to the environment through the development of project alternatives, mitigation measures, and 
mitigation monitoring. Cal. Pub. Res. Code, tit. 14 §§ 753, 15000-15387. Once construction is complete, Tyler Stratford, 
Budberry's General Manager, will establish a baseline for energy and water consumption at the facility using the Energy 
Star® Portfolio Manager. Tyler will continually monitor the facility's usage over time to ensure these practices are 
successful and to identify areas for further reductions. Tyler has deep experience of opening and operating cannabis 
dispensaries and has familiarized himself thoroughly with energy and water consumption at these facilities. 

Minimizing Energy Usage and Resource Needs: Budberry will reduce energy consumption and costs in comparison 
to a traditional cannabis facility by first analyzing the facility's average power consumption. Management will conduct 
a baseline study, using data from equipment manufacturers and usage meters, to analyze consumption and identify 
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starting points for an energy reduction program. Once Budberry discovers problem areas, equipment and procedural 
changes will be implemented to eliminate energy waste and increase energy efficiency. Budberry's environmental 
impact will be further reduced by using sustainably sourced ingredients and will preferentially source from local vendors 
that use organic practices. 

Budberry intends to produce enough solar-generated renewable energy to power a portion of the facility. 
Budberry executives have a personal connection with Elite Solar and SunPower, two companies that are working 
together to implement solar energy into California's commercial businesses. The combination of a LEED-certified 
building and solar panels will produce the lowest possible carbon footprint for RCF operations. Budberry will seek to 
receive an energy performance rating using the EPA Energy Star's Portfolio Manager tool. If the building is not 
applicable for an Energy Star rating, Budberry will uphold the LEED standard by demonstrating energy efficiency 
performance that is at least 26% better than the median energy performance for typical buildings of similar type by 
benchmarking against national average source energy data provided in Energy Star's Portfolio Manager tool. If the 
national average source energy data is not available, Budberry will benchmark the facility's energy data against the 
building site energy data of at least three similar buildings, normalized for climate, building use, and occupancy. 

Waste Reduction Techniques: Waste management operations are founded on Budberry's conservationist values, 
focusing on reducing waste and minimizing negative impacts to its host community of West Hollywood. Budberry will 
execute these plans with special attention to state regulations regarding the disposal of solid, liquid, and hazardous 
waste. Budberry's SOPs will outline all waste management best practices, including dumpster management. Budberry 
is familiar with best practices for the disposal of chemical waste and will implement rigid protocols to ensure all 
chemicals are disposed of ethically and safely. These protocols are compliant with the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act ("RCRA'), 42 USC § 6901 et seq. as well as guidelines issued by the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency ("EPA") and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration ("OSHA"). No process will begin until a plan 
for waste disposal has been formulated and approved. 

Budberry is committed to be a leader in sustainable waste practices. One approach to accomplishing this goal is 
to prevent the production of wastes that require treatment. Another is to limit the use of unrecyclable materials and to 
reuse all materials to the fullest extent possible. Budberry will recycle paper, corrugated cardboard, plastics, glass, and 
metals through standard recycling services. When possible, chemicals will be sent for reclamation rather than disposal. 
Budberry will monitor the facility's waste to determine percentages sent to landfills, compost, and recycling centers. 
These percentages will serve as baseline measurements against which the effectiveness of recycling efforts can be 
measured. The facility will feature designated recycling areas and the General Manager will train employees on which 
materials are recyclable. Budberry will choose suppliers of recyclable materials that have waste minimization plans 
and credentials to support a vision of sustainability. Budberry will place and properly maintain solid waste receptacles 
and recycling bins in sufficient numbers and locations to service the needs of the RCF at peak business periods, in 
compliance with Section 19.20.180 (Solid Waste and Recyclable Materials Storage). 

Budberry will report all cannabis waste activities, up to and including disposal, into the track and trace system. Cal. 
Code Regs tit. 16, § 5054(f) (2019). All cannabis waste created by Budberry's RCF will be weighed using routinely 
calibrated scales and catalogued in the point-of-sale tracking system ("POSTS"), the waste disposal log, and in CCTT-
METRC. Budberry will store waste in a locked, fence-enclosed dumpster to prevent unauthorized entry to dumpsters. 
Cal. Code Regs tit. 16, § 5054(e) (2019). Budberry will ensure dumpsters are secured, monitored under video 
surveillance, and stored inside the facility or the facility's secure perimeter until garbage pick-up dates. To render waste 
unusable, staff will shred plant matter and solid products with an electric chipper that is operable indoors under the 
supervision of Budberry management. Staff will then render the waste unrecognizable and unusable by mixing 
shredded cannabis waste with at least 51% non-consumable, solid waste. Cal. Code Regs tit. 16, § 5054 (2019). 
Applicable materials include: paper, cardboard, food, yard waste, soil, or other approved wastes. Budberry 
management will dispose of the waste mixture in opaque, unmarked garbage bags and record destruction in the 
POSTS and Waste Disposal Log. 

Budberry will leverage Patrick's experience managing waste of multiple 10,000 sq. ft. high volume venues serving 
thousands of customers daily. While maintaining consistent communication and seeking feedback from neighbors and 
local authorities, he successfully managed these complex, high capacity waste management facilities to the highest 
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standard. Additionally, Budberry's General Manager, John Brown, has over five years of commercial cultivation 
experience prior to his dispensary management experience, and in both roles he was responsible for implementing 
waste management procedures. 

Water Usage Reduction Techniques: Budberry has taken great care in the design of its RCF and plans to install 
measures to minimize water usage and reclaim water as much as possible. As part of these efforts, Budberry will install 
WaterSense-compliant plumbing systems such as low-flow toilets and automatic sink faucets throughout the facility 
(WaterSense is an EPA program designed to encourage water efficiency). Budberry will determine a building average 
baseline for water consumption by prorating LEED code requirements for fixture and fitting based on the proportion of 
plumbing fixtures that Budberry installs during the plumbing construction. Budberry will calculate fixture and fitting 
performance to compare the water use of the as-installed fixtures and fittings with the use of Uniform Plumbing Code 
or International Plumbing Code-complaint fixtures and fittings. The Sanitation Officer will regularly inspect all existing 
fittings or fixtures to ensure they are operating properly and will make any necessary repairs to comply with LEED. 
Budberry will also reduce the water needs of its facility by installing a rainwater recapture system to the building's roof. 
Cal. Stats. ch. 537, Sec. 2 (2012). Budberry will use this water to irrigate all landscaping surrounding the building, 
offsetting the use of potable water for this same purpose. Budberry will comply with all drought restrictions enacted by 
local and state authorities at its facility. Additionally, Budberry will further reduce local water consumption by sourcing 
drinking water coolers from a local water delivery service. 

Exchanged Air Treatment: For full information on the facility's exchanged air treatment plan, please see the Odor 
Control portion of Section 2: Design Concept. Budberry will treat air before it enters the facility and scrub air before it 
is released into the atmosphere. As a sustainability best practice and to maintain LEED certification, Budberry will not 
use chlorofluorocarbon ("CFC")-based refrigerants in heating, ventilating, air conditioning, and refrigeration 
("HVAC&R") systems. If necessary, Budberry will install an energy efficient HVAC system to draw in, circulate, and 
expel air. The HVAC system will use high efficiency particulate air ("HEPA") filters to prevent harmful particles such as 
pollen, mites, molds, and bacteria from entering the facility. To mitigate odor, the HVAC system will use carbon filters 
to clean air before it is released into the atmosphere. GM John Brown will also inconspicuously place at least one odor-
absorbing gel canister in each room throughout the facility. Canisters will be changed at least monthly, or more 
frequently if necessary. The gel is a hydroscopic polymer saturated with a mixture of natural compounds to neutralize 
odor. The gel does not have any OSHA-regulated ingredients and is not considered a hazardous waste. 

Budberry understands that environmental technologies are rapidly developing and is committed to staying at the 
forefront of environmentally conscious business practices. As technology for odor control, noise reduction, water 
reduction, waste reduction, and energy usage continue to advance, Budberry will incorporate the latest developments 
into its facility and procedures in order to meet its responsibilities to the West Hollywood community. 

SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN 
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